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ABSTRACT
Access to Dental Care for Victims of Domestic Violence
by
Carolynn J. Taylor
Dr. John Swetnam, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Anthropology
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

This thesis presents an ethnographic description of women living in Safe
Nest, a shelter for victims of domestic violence in Las Vegas, Nevada. The
purpose of this research is to investigate why dental care is rarely utilized by
women residing in the Las Vegas shelters, even when dental conditions may be
impeding an individual’s level of self-confidence and opportunities for
employment. This study presents evidence that access to dental care is hindered
by social and economic factors and a lack of communication between residents
in the shelter and the service providers in the community.
Since utilization of health care services is dependent on cultural and
contextual factors, this study provides insight into the victims’ knowledge and
need of dental care. The goal of this research is to increase information of
available resources and expand perspectives about the complex issues
surrounding the acquisition of dental care by victims of domestic violence.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
This thesis presents an ethnographic study of the social and economic factors
which inhibit access to high quality dental care by the residents of a shelter for
victims of domestic violence in Las Vegas. The purpose of this research is to
investigate why dental treatment is rarely utilized by women residing in the Safe
Nest Shelter, even when dental conditions may be impeding an individual’s level
of self-confidence and opportunities for employment. This thesis argues this lack
of treatment is not due to lack of need, but rather to an inability to pay for dental
care services and to communicate those dental needs to the professional
community.
Domestic violence involves people of all backgrounds and socio-economic
levels; with estimates of prevalence as high as three to four million American
women each year (NCIPC 2006). In Nevada, twenty-four hour surveys on
domestic violence estimate that as many as 166 victims per day receive housing
assistance in either emergency shelters or transitional facilities (NNEDV 2006).
Many domestic violence victims must flee their homes with only a few personal
items and little or no money (Hatton 2001; Ganley 1998). As a result, community
outreach is crucial to the recovery of these victims (Campbell and Soeken 1999;
Williams 1998).

1
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Although some assistance exists for domestic violence victims (such as food
stamps, advocacy, counseling, and temporary shelter), there appear to be few
resources for dental care. Since utilization of health care services is dependent
on cultural and contextual factors, this study seeks to provide useful insights into
the victims’ beliefs about dental care; to increase information on the availability of
dental care resources; and to expand perspectives on issues of dental care
acquisition for the Las Vegas community.

Importance of Good Oral Health
Good oral health contributes to quality of life by enhancing appearance,
confidence, speech, as well as the ability to eat, enjoyment of food, and longevity
of life. During the past fifty years, the meaning of oral health has evolved from a
narrow focus on teeth to the recognition that the mouth can function as a
“sentinel or early warning system” for the health of the rest of the body (Oral
Health in America 2000:13). A growing body of research now suggests that
chronic oral infections may be associated with increased risk of heart disease;
low birth weights and premature deliveries; and complications in the control of
blood sugar in diabetics (Timothe et al. 2005; Mathews 2002; Roberts et al.
2002; Oliver et al. 1998). Dental pain can also interfere with daily activities.
In addition to these physical manifestations, poor oral health can strike at our
very identity and diminish how we see ourselves and how others see us. The
field of dentistry currently lists the essential functions of the teeth as mastication,
speech, and aesthetics, acknowledging that aesthetics can have a considerable
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influence on how we view ourselves and how we function in society. Since
appearance can be crucial to obtaining employment, oral health is an important
part of the overall challenge of attaining independence and autonomy.
In his report. Oral Health in America 2000, David Batcher describes profound
oral health disparities affecting the poor and racial/ethnic minority populations.
This report is the first of its kind, exposing the link between oral health and other
medical conditions and describing the state of oral health for millions of
Americans as a “silent epidemic” (Oral Health in America 2000:1). This report
further states that the infrastructure for oral health care is insufficient to address
the needs of many disadvantaged groups, with homeless families experiencing
even more problems accessing health care than other segments of the poor
(Stevens 1992).
Since social and economic factors play roles in determining when and how
people access dental care, access to dental care is a complex issue. Cultural
beliefs, language skills, and multigenerational poverty present additional barriers
to care. In order to overcome these barriers, current trends in research suggest
that more information is needed on homeless, state and local, minorities, and .
diverse segments of the population. (Oral Health in America 2000; Gift et al.
1992; Hatton et al. 2001; Hatton 1997).
Presently, there is a paucity of research on these vulnerable and marginal
segments of society. This study seeks to examine access to dental care as it
pertains to one such vulnerable group, women residing at Safe Nest, a shelter for
domestic violence (DV) victims located in Las Vegas, Nevada. It is based on
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interviews, examination of records, and participant observation in the shelter
setting. The women in this study share a common task, seeking to rebuild lives
after abuse. This study highlights the value of oral health in this process of
access to care and the impact this has on self image.
Perceptions of Need
The inspiration for this study came from a meeting at the Center for Urban
Partnerships that was being held on the University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV)
campus. This meeting was intended to help students design proposals for a
community project competition and I had no intention of participating in the
competition. I was attending on behalf of people who could not afford dental
insurance and I wanted to know what people without money could do about
dental care.
Each student was invited to stand up and explain why he or she was there.
After a short time, I realized that most of the attendees were social work students
and I was impressed with the different suggestions for community projects. Most
suggestions concerned the homeless, such as feeding the homeless or rescuing
homeless teenagers from the streets.
The more I listened, the more insecure I felt about what I was planning to do.
At last my turn came and I stood up and asked if anyone knew where people
without employment and insurance could get dental care. I explained that I had
spent several months trying to find affordable dental care and that I had been
unsuccessful. To my amazement, I received little support from the audience. I
was told that the Dental School at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV)
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offered services for low income people. I then asked if any other resources were
available and no one knew of any. The general attitude was that dental care was
a problem already solved. I said that many people did not know about the UNLV
Dental School.
Each person who had voiced an idea was invited to take a separate table to
discuss their ideas further. People began to gather at the tables with the topics
that were of interest to them. Only one person came to my table, a social work
student named Kristina Ricker who was working in the Safe Nest Shelter for
Victims of Domestic Violence. Kristina said that residents in the shelter also had
trouble locating dental services, especially if their needs were not treatable in an
emergency room. For example, one woman had an abscessed tooth and the
emergency room could only treat for the infection. The tooth would then need to
be filled or pulled, procedures that are not available in emergency rooms.
Consequently, she and I decided to search for available resources.
After three months of exhaustive investigation revealed no new resources for
treatment, we received an invitation to join the Community Coalition for Oral
Health (CCOH) and we were told that this organization would assist us. In
August 2004,1attended my first meeting of the CCOH as the advocate for Safe
Nest. A small group of eight dental professionals were in attendance, most of
whom were dental hygienists. They wanted specific information about the
residents at Safe Nest. They wanted to know how many women needed dental
help, what kind of treatment was needed, how often dental needs arose, and
what did the women do about dental care now? I quickly realized that serving as
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an advocate was going to be a learning experience. I also knew that it would be
impossible to get serious consideration for a cause I knew so little about. Clearly
more information was needed!

Domestic Violence and Access to Dental Care
Domestic violence is rarely an isolated or individual event (Ganley 1998).
Abusive behaviors can be physical, sexual, psychological, and economic in
nature, occurring primarily in intimate relationships (Straus and Gelles 1990).
Domestic violence can take place in any type of intimate relationship; however,
the majority of reported cases list the perpetrators as men with victims as women
(Douglas 1991; BJS 2004). Estimates currently suggest between two and three
million of such male initiated assaults occur to women in the United States each
year (BJS 2004).
Effects of Victimization and Survival Strategies
Perpetrators of domestic violence use whatever means necessary to
intimidate their victims into surrendering control (Ganley 1998). Tactics such as
isolation and misinformation are used to achieve the ultimate goal of having
control over the victim by severing the victim from all social/support networks
(Ganley 1998; Campbell 1992; NWHIC 2007). According to Anne Ganley,
domestic violence is
Purposeful and instrumental behavior. The abuse is directed at
achieving compliance from or control over the victim. ... Domestic
violence involves a pattern of behavior and certain tactics require a
great deal of planning to execute... Domestic violence is repeated
because it works and thus the pattern of behavior is reinforced.
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The use of the abusive conduct allows the perpetrator to gain
control of the victim through fear and violence. [Ganley 1998:24]

Victims use different strategies to cope with and minimize the abuse. “These
strategies may appear to be ...passiveness or submission on the part of the
victim, when in reality she has learned that these [behaviors] are sometimes
successful approaches for temporarily avoiding or stopping the violence” (Ganley
1998:34). Jean Baker Miller (1986) elaborates that since such subordinate type
characteristics are particularly pleasing to the dominating person; these
behaviors become well developed over time. Another consequence of extended
periods of domination was noted by Conception and Ebbeck who found that
abused women could experience “a total loss of s e lf resulting in their inability to
care about anything (2005:203). Eventually, this kind of domination may lead to
loses in memory, a lack of perception, and a sense of helplessness which further
inhibit the victim’s ability for effective problem solving (Vitanza et al. 1995).
Unlike victims of violence perpetrated by strangers, victims of domestic
violence must overcome social and economic barriers in order to free themselves
from their abusers (Hart 1993; Gordon 1996). A woman leaving her abuser may
suddenly find herself with no place to live, little or no money, and no idea what to
do next. Accordingly, she may have difficulty dealing with the stigma associated
with her new role of being divorced, unemployed, or needing public assistance
(Dutton 1992; Hatton 2001). Women experiencing such abrupt changes often
need assistance in seeing their options realistically and in making decisions for
themselves (Cascardi and O’Leary 1992; Hirschmann 1996). Therefore, it is
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understandable that victims who have lived in a domestic violence situation for
an extended period of time may have complex psychological, economic, social,
and physical issues to overcome.
Posttraumatic Stress Syndrome (PTSD)
Posttraumatic stress syndrome (PTSD) names the type of symptoms many
victims of domestic violence experience. According to the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV 1994), PTSD is defined by two
critieria: exposure to a traumatic event and symptoms that occur following that
event. These symptoms include re-experiencing the event in nightmares,
flashbacks or thoughts, trouble falling asleep or staying awake, difficulty
concentrating, avoidance or withdrawal behaviors, and feelings of detachment or
emotional numbing (Hughes and Loring 1999; Breslau 2004; American
Psychiatric Association 1994). Because PTSD so accurately describes the
experiences and symptoms of battered women, mental health professionals
recommend that PTSD therapy be incorporated into programs for DV intervention
(Jones et al. 2001; Kubany et al. 2004; Johnson and Zlotnick 2006).
Note to Care Providers
It is important for health care providers to be aware that victims who seem
reluctant to carry out the recommendations for care may in reality be unable to
do so. These women may lack the assertive skills necessary to seek out and
obtain the care they need (Hatton 2001 ; Foa et al. 2000; Johnson and Zlotnick
2006). An understanding of the victim’s passive or inappropriate behaviors as
“survival strategies ” is essential to the successful implementation of programs on

8
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health intervention (Ganley 1998). Studies have found that interventions to
address PTSD issues are most effective if they are initiated while the women are
in the process of leaving their abusers, seeking services, and first entering the
shelter environment (McWhirter 2006; Johnson and Zlotnick 2006). In Judith
Gordon’s (1996) analysis of community services, she found that it was the
assistance in obtaining services that participants rated as most valuable.
Recognizing and understanding the unique needs and circumstances of DV
victims can improve access to quality and comprehensive dental care.

Social and Economic Factors in Access to Care
Access to care involves more than the provision of services; it requires that
provider and patient make contact, interact over a period of time, and
communicate. Communication between health care provider and patient is
essential in determining the best care for the patient. It is the patient’s
participation in the health care process that is so important to her. Therefore, the
patient’s perception of satisfactory access to dental care can only be achieved if
the patient is confident that she made the best choice in her treatment.
Penchansky and Thomas (1981) define access to health care as the “fit”
between characteristics of the health care providers and the expectations of the
patients. They state that each of five characteristics must be in place before
satisfactory access can be achieved: (1) Affordability- providers’ charges and
clients ability to pay; (2) Availability- extent the provider resources/technology
can meet the clients needs; (3) Accessibility- geographic location; (4)

9
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Accommodation- provider ability to meet preferences/constraints of client; and (5)
Acceptability- extent that client is comfortable with provider (Penchansky and
Thomas 1981).
A similar definition by Gulzar offers further support for the need of patient
satisfaction in access to health care. Gulzar defines access as the “fit among
personal, sociocultural, economic, and system-related factors that enable
individuals, families, and communities to have timely, needed, necessary,
continuous, and satisfactory health services” (1999:17). This study draws from
these concepts in its analysis of access to dental care for the residents at Safe
Nest.

Study Aims and Research Questions
This study explores why residents residing in Safe Nest Shelter for Victims of
Domestic Violence rarely utilize dental care resources. The purpose of this
research is to gain a better understanding of the residents’ knowledge and
perceptions about dental care resources and to convey those insights to the
dental care providers in the Las Vegas area. Additionally, this research will
explore the archived records of residents at Safe Nest for the past year to
determine how previous dental care needs have been documented and if
patterns of need are present.
This information will increase the understanding of the professional dental
care providers about this population and thereby lead to improved
communication between the residents and dental care providers, improved

10
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access to dental care, and increased utilization of dental care resources. This
information could also assist the CCOH to implement strategic programs toward
accomplishing their goals - to optimize the health of Nevadans through a focus
on oral health and to achieve optimal oral health for Nevadans by advocating for
increased prevention, access, and awareness (CCOH 2003).

This study was guided by the following research questions:
•

What are the perceptions of the residents at Safe Nest about dental
care?

•

What is their knowledge of dental care resources in the Las Vegas
area?

•

What are the dental needs of the residents at Safe Nest shelter?

•

Do the residents’ dental care and hygiene practices as children
contribute to their present dental issues?

•

What are the reasons that residents do not seek dental care when it is
available?

•

Is there is a stigma associated with having dental problems?

•

What documentation of dental need can be produced that will be
recognized by the professional community and used in advocacy for
residents at Safe Nest?

This study will address the preceding research questions within the following
format. The Literature Review, Chapter Two, will include a background on
anthropological approaches in health care research and relevance of health care

11
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in domestic violence shelters. The Methodology, Chapter Three, will discuss
ethnographic approaches and criteria for data collection and analysis. The
Qualitative Research Results, Chapter Four 4, will contain analysis of interviews
with shelter residents. The Quantitative Research Results, Chapter Five, will
contain analysis of the data collected from the shelter case files of 2006. Finally,
the Discussion and Conclusion and Recommendations, Chapters Six and Seven,
will cover the research findings, comprehensive analysis, and recommendations
to the professional community.

12
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
Anthropology in Action
Applied anthropology has long been recognized for its commitment to people
who have limited access to social, economic, and political resources. The
anthropologist’s desire to view life from other peoples’ perspectives and help
improve their quality of life “is one of the most significant elements in the
anthropological tradition ” (Schensul 1987:211). Applied anthropology may best
be understood as the application of anthropological research to the solution of
human problems (Schensul and Schensul 1978). However, anthropologists do
not always agree on the best way to identify social problems or the most effective
way to help others understand those who are struggling at the margins of our
society.
It is the method of the anthropological research and the use of that research
that draws so much criticism from their academic contemporaries. Because
objectives of applied research steer toward social change, these methods are
frequently criticized for losing objectivity. But as the complexity of today’s social
environment becomes increasingly apparent, it is just as obvious that no single
discipline or theoretical approach will be able to effectively solve the serious

13
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social issues of modem society (Schensul et al. 2000). Applied anthropologists
argue that the need for interdisciplinary and collaborative research is particularly
suitable for creating a dialogue between community and national agencies that
could lead to a better understanding of social problems and a greater insight into
possible solutions (Schensul and Stull 1987). Despite such noble efforts, some
anthropologists continue to question if they are doing enough.
The notion of action anthropology was first conceived in 1948 during an
anthropological field-training program in Iowa that would eventually become
known as the Fox Project. The Fox Project was under the direction of Sol Tax, a
professor from the University of Chicago. Planned as an ethnographic study, the
project was designed to give six graduate students the opportunity to conduct
interviews, attend ceremonies, and observe the Meskwaki, a tribe of Native
Americans historically noted for their resistance to change (Tax 1958).
The Meskawki had survived an onslaught by the French during the eighteenth
century, endured government relocation from Iowa to Kansas in the 1840s, and
resisted conversion by generations of Christian missionaries (University of
Chicago Magazine April 2004). In 1948 few of the Meskwaki had indoor
plumbing, homes with electricity, cars, telephones, or an education beyond high
school (Mertens 2004). As the plight of the Meskwaki people became more
evident to the graduate students, they began to challenge their traditional
anthropological research approaches. Conventionally, anthropologists believed
that collecting information on cultures was valuable in and of itself and that “pure”

14
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scientific research did not interfere in the lives of the people being studied
(Mertens 2004).
The students found it increasingly difficult to answer the Meskwaki’s
questions about what benefit the research would hold for the tribe. Ultimately,
despite criticism from the academic community, the students became involved in
various social programs such as a craft industry featuring designs of a Native
American artist and a program intended to help the Meskwaki attend college
(Peattie 1960; Gearing 1960). This new model of anthropological involvement
was named action anthropology, a concept that would challenge traditional
approaches and confront the reasons for anthropological research.
Although applied anthropology was not a new concept, the Fox Project was
the first time that anthropologists intentionally proposed to work with the people
in their study and to assist their research subjects in bringing about social change
(Gearing, Netting and Peattie 1960). A few years later, with the surge of
community organizations during the 1960s, many American anthropologists
began moving from traditional applied research toward action style approaches,
an approach to be known as collaborative research (Schensul 1978). This
method of research generated closer relationships between the anthropologists
and community representatives by requiring that the anthropologist work with the
research community to identify problems, generate research questions, design
methodologies, and utilize data to advocate for social change (Schensul 1987;
Ervin 2005).

15
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Today this practical approach to problem solving is recognized as naturalistic
research (Kiefer 2007). Naturalistic research begins “not with a theory or a
model, but with a problem - a situation that must be understood in order to reach
a specific goal” (Kiefer 2007:40). Kiefer proposes that naturalistic research is
particularly useful in the study of health sciences by offering an advantage not
found in positivist approaches when dealing with issues of meaning and pattern
coherence. Because human behavior is guided by the meanings people attach
to events, the process of attaching meanings does not follow a predictable
cause-and-effect pattern:
Rather: (a) it is experience based, which means it varies from
person to person, group to group, and day to day; (b) it is contextual, that
is, the meaning one attaches to any thing or event is highly dependent on
the whole configuration of things, events and the meanings that surround
it; and worst of all, (c) meaning formation is creative, in the sense that
people can and do make up new meanings for things as they go alongmeanings that have never been attached to those things before. [Kiefer
2007:41]

While traditional anthropology helps the anthropologist to understand why
people live as they do, action anthropology allows the anthropologist to work
closely with a community in order to better understand the issues that confront it,
devise solutions to problems, and assist the people in implementing change.
Within such a setting, the action anthropologist is able to study individual people
as social actors and better identify the complex processes at various social levels
(Hannerz 1992; Obrist et al. 2003). As a participant observer, the anthropologist
can detect patterns of behavior, observe interrelationships between people, and
determine who wields power (Kiefer 2007). Consequently, priorities for research

16
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are driven by questions of how people interact, interpret, and respond to the
conditions in which they actually live.
This type of naturalistic research is important in gaining an understanding of
an individual’s perspective of health and illness and in determining how and
when an individual will seek health care. It is particularly important when the
social process is under constant redefinition by the actors and when rapidly
changing urban settings and structural conditions force people to find their own
ways of sustaining and restoring health (Freidenberg 1988; Obrist 2003).
Women residing in domestic violence shelters are often forced to leave the
abusive environment with little more than the clothes on their backs. Such rapid
transition from one setting to another can create situations where women must
quickly learn to adapt to new circumstances. In such situations, the role of the
action anthropologist thus blends with that of social scientist and advocate by
defining the topic of study by its usefulness with the aim to understand social
change and to transform a situation or maybe to solve problems. Hence,
anthropological research can provide valuable insight for evaluating and
implementing programs of health intervention in the shelter setting.
Shelters and Health Seeking Behaviors
Domestic violence shelters offer protection, counseling, and social support for
women in crisis. Because the foremost concern of shelters is in separating the
victim from the assailant and providing safe room and board, most of the shelter
staff is typically trained in social work and crisis intervention. Moreover, health
conditions are usually self-reported by the victims. Consequently, shelter staff
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may not be qualified to conduct thorough health screenings and many health
conditions may remain unreported (Hollenkamp and Attala 1986).
Due to the fact that domestic violence shelters must remain secret, their very
nature impedes opportunities for research. A major obstacle to working in a
domestic violence shelter is getting permission. Before a person can enter the
Safe Nest shelter as a volunteer, she must submit to a background check and go
through thirty hours of training. Training sessions are conducted twice a year in
fall and spring. These classes fill up fast, so a person must register early. As a
result, it was a year before I completed my training and received permission to
enter the shelter.
Although over 700 shelters now operate in the United States, little research
has been conducted on the interaction between shelter services and the needs of
shelter residents. Despite the lack of literature, current research suggests that
there is a growing need in the study of domestic violence issues for research that
allows individual voices to be heard (Bhuyan and Senturia 2005; Krishnan et al.
1997; Gordon 1996; U.S. Public Health Service 2000). Phyllis Baker’s (1997)
research on why battered women make choices relevant to their needs
recommends that further ethnographic discovery is needed to analyze the
battered woman’s understanding of their own experiences.
Previous research on poor and marginalized populations indicates that dental
care may pose important health issues for shelter residents. A study of adults in
a Central Harlem community cited poor oral health as the number one health
complaint in the 1992-1994 population based survey (Zabos et al. 2002). Mary
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Ellen Gauthier’s (1998) research on the health care needs of sheltered homeless
women in Las Vegas found dental problems to be the most common complaint
with sixty-four percent of the women in her study voicing complaints about dental
problems. Gauthier further cautions that a limitation may exist on previous
studies concerning the health of sheltered women because most of the data was
collected from shelter staff directors and staff with the review of policies as the
priority. A lack of data is also addressed by Gift et al. (1992:1667) who suggests
that “lower socioeconomic individuals often use home remedies and self-care to
avoid professional care, while upper socioeconomic individuals engage in selfcare to complement professional care.”
In spite of the resource availability, utilization of health care by abused
women depends on many complex issues. One study of abused women
indicates that even when social supports are available, battered women tend to
be depressed and have difficulty expressing their needs and seeking health care
(Constantino et al. 2000). McFarlane et al. (1992) found that battered pregnant
women are less likely to obtain pre-natal care or begin pre-natal care later than
non-battered women and may have increased use of cigarettes, alcohol, and
drugs; behaviors that increase risks to both dental and overall health.
A study by Obrist, Tanner, and Harpham (2003) argues that economic and
social constraints may take priority over a woman’s basic health concerns leaving
them overlooked as they struggle to meet their needs for survival. Additionally,
research on homeless women shows that even when arrangements are made,
they often miss appointments and fail to follow-up (Hatton 2001). In two other
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studies of domestic violence (DV) shelters, evidence suggests that a woman’s
perception of the availability of social support can improve health and
interpersonal relationships with others or the lack of resources can inhibit women
from experiencing as much agency as is needed for change (Campbell and
Soeken 1999; Williams 1998).
Since research indicates that injuries to the head and neck are commonly
found in cases of domestic violence, this study expects to find evidence of dental
trauma (Peujrye-Hissong, Davis, and Weinberg 1983). In addition to trauma,
research further shows that domestic violence victims often suffer from long
periods of economic and social isolation, thus suggesting pre-existing dental
conditions may also be evident.
Shame and Health Seeking Behaviors
As people become socially and economically marginalized, they may be even
more susceptible to the pressures of society. Thomas Scheff (1994) examines
the connection between shame and social conformity. Scheff presents evidence
that shame could be a primary social emotion, generating a constant monitoring
of the self in relation to others. As a result, a person could not only be in a
continual state of self assessment; a person could also be at continual risk of a
negative evaluation by others. This ongoing process of self evaluation is the
reason why a growing number of sociologists now believe that shame is one of
the most powerful influences on social behavior. Goffman (1963) posits that
there are great rewards in being seen as normal, and that unthinking routines for
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normals, become management problems for the discredited in our society. One
method of managing shame may be avoidance.
It is the high visibility of teeth that make them such convenient objects for
social assessment, and as modern advertisements draw public attention to
particular features such as teeth; these features become even more visible
(Shilling 1993; Giddens 1991). Consequently, the stigma of inferior dentition
could be hindering employment opportunities, social interactions, and selfconfidence for battered women.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
Working with Safe Nest
My affiliation with Safe Nest began over two years ago when I agreed to
serve on the Community Coalition for Oral Health (CCOH) on their behalf. Soon
after I became involved with CCOH, I realized that I needed to become more
familiar with the shelter, a process that turned out to be far more difficult than I
expected. Although I had been associated with Safe Nest for almost a year; I
was still required to go through the standard clearance and complete the
mandatory preparation program before I was allowed to enter the shelter. As
previously stated, a year passed before I was placed on the volunteer’s schedule
and assigned a regular four-hour weekly time slot.
My first duties as a volunteer included answering the phones, driving the
women to pottery classes, and verifying the residents’ daily chores. Although I
was now working at the shelter, it took several more months before I earned the
trust of the staff and residents.

Eventually, I gained the confidence of the

shelter staff and obtained permission to conduct my thesis research at the
shelter. I would like to take this opportunity to extend my gratitude to the Safe
Nest staff and especially to Kathleen Brooks, Associate Director of Safe Nest, for
her assistance and endorsement of this research.
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study Approval
Approval for this study, Protocol # 0612-2186, was granted by the
Institutional Review Board at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas on February
21,2007.

Qualitative and Quantitative Methods
The goal of this research is to investigate why dental care is so little utilized
by women residing in the Safe Nest shelter, even when dental conditions may be
impeding their self confidence and ability to secure employment. Qualitative
methods consisting of in-depth ethnographic interviews and participant
observation were used to assess the resident's knowledge and perceptions
about access to dental care resources. Quantitative methods consisted of a
survey of the archived records for 2006. The survey was exploratory in nature
with the intent to determine frequencies of dental needs and treatments and
examine how dental needs and treatments are documented in resident files.
Ethnographic Methods
Ethnography allows us to view the world through the eyes of others. It “offers
us the chance to step outside our narrow cultural backgrounds ... and to
apprehend the world from the viewpoint of other human beings who live by...
meanings systems ' that are very different from our own (Spradley 1979;v).
Therefore, ethnography is ideally suited for use in the evaluation and
development of intervention programs because it allows us to “capture the views
of program participants about their experience of the program, the program’s
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acceptability, and whether or not the program had an influence on their thinking
or behavior" (Schensul et al. 2000:45). Ethnographic interviews can reveal “key
cultural constructs as defined by members of the target population” (Schensul et
al. 2000:17). These constructs may then be used to develop culture-specific
interventions that will increase the likelihood of acceptance and utilization by the
program recipients (Schensul et al. 2000:17).
Participant observation can be used in the shelter setting to detect themes
and inconsistencies in social interactions between shelter staff and residents
(Spradley 1980). The observer may choose to become an active participant in
the community of study with the intent to win acceptance of the research subjects
and gain a better understanding of the “cultural rules of behavior” (Spradley
1980:60). Consequently, the research for this study was based on ethnographic
interviews, examination of archived records, and participant observation.
Interviews
This study included in-depth, semi-structured interviews consisting of
questions that were open-ended with the intent to encourage the women to
formulate their own narratives as much as possible. Questions for the interviews
were formulated to address the information needed by the CCOH in recognizing
needs for dental care, to assess the resident’s knowledge of dental resources,
and to determine the resident’s ability to use available resources for care
(Appendix D).
The order of the interview was designed to ask questions covering recent and
general events first. The first question asked how long it had been since the
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resident’s last visit to the dentist. Questions involving more complex answers
were asked later in the interview, giving the interviewee time to become more
relaxed with the process and better able to remember important information and
details.
In order to preserve the anonymity and safeguard the dignity of the residents
participating in this research, fictitious names were given to each interviewee.
Interviews were conducted in a private room at the Safe Nest shelter. No shelter
staff members were present during the interview process. Participants were told
about the project and allowed time to ask questions. Participants were then
given the informed consent forms and again reminded that their participation was
entirely voluntary and that they could refuse to answer any questions and decide
to withdraw from the interview at any time.
Participants
Participants in this study were drawn from women residing in Safe Nest, a
shelter for victims of domestic violence, located in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Participants were recruited through announcements made during weekly
meetings and referrals from shelter staff. Selection of project participants
included four criteria:
1. Female;
2. Resident of Safe Nest shelter;
3. Age 18 or older; and
4. Had not seen a dentist within the past 12 months.
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Data Gathering
Archived Records
Documentation is critical to the process of advocacy. The most credible way
to establish a pattern of need to professional care providers is through record
documentation. Therefore, it is important that intervention programs are keeping
data in a way that will be recognized by those who can provide resources for
care.
In addition to interviews, this study includes a survey of the entire archived
case files for 2006 in an attempt to retrieve any information that may pertain to
dental issues. This review covered two hundred and ninety-five records revealing
data in the following categories;
Length of stay in the shelter
Number of years since last dental visit
Dental problems at the time of intake
Dental referrals and treatment
Recent or current dental problems (Yes or No)
General health conditions (if noted)
General health conditions (Heart Disease, Diabetes, Pregnancy, High
Blood Pressure)
Analysis
The Penchansky and Thomas model for defining access to health care was
used in developing the criteria for health care access evaluation. Benchmarks
for access were set according to the participant's perception of the dental care
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provider’s affordability, availability, accessibility, accommodation, and
acceptability. Open-ended questions were designed to elicit the participant’s
knowledge and perceptions about the process of obtaining dental care. Interview
transcripts were coded and placed in locked storage on the UNLV campus.
The goal of retrieving data from the archived case files for 2006 was
exploratory in nature. The archived files represented all women entering the
shelter from January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2006, with the exception of
fourteen files representing women who were still actively in residence at the time
of this survey. A systematic examination of the case files was performed to
search for information pertaining to types and frequencies of dental needs, dental
treatments, and procedures of documentation. The following procedure was
used in the review of the records.

1. Review of Emergency Medical Care permission Form (Appendix G)
2. Review of Adult Medical History Form (Appendix G)
3. Review of Bodily Injury Form (Appendix G)
4. Review of Referral Form (Appendix G)
5. Review of Agency Use Form (Appendix G)
6. Review of Resident Log (Appendix G)
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CHAPTER 4

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH RESULTS - INTERVIEWS
The Women Speak for Themselves
Five residents of the shelter participated in interviews for this study. For the
purpose of anonymity, fictitious names were used. All participants were female,
three were African American and two were Caucasian. Three of the women
were mothers with dependent children. Four of the women were unemployed at
the time of the interviews. The ages of participants ranged between thirty and
thirty-seven years, with the exception of one woman who was fifty-nine years old.
The interviews took place at the Safe Nest shelter in a private room. The
resident and I usually sat at a table across from each other. I explained that I did
not work for the shelter and that I was just a volunteer. Although the women were
very willing to volunteer for this study, all appeared to be nervous. I told them that
while I could not offer them anything in return for doing the interview and that I
could not get them dental care, I did appreciate their help with the study.
After a misunderstanding that occurred after the first interview, I decided to
begin each subsequent interview by emphasizing that I could not help the
residents find dental treatment. When I completed the first interview with Jada,
she said that she knew another woman in the shelter who needed dental care
badly and she would go ask her if she wanted to do an interview. Soon after
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speaking with Jada, this resident came into the room and told me that she heard
I could help her get dental care. I explained that I could not get dental care for
anyone; I was just trying to find out if the women knew how to get dental care
and if they needed care. She said that she wasn't doing an interview unless I
could promise to get her care and she left.
I also told the interviewees that nothing they said would be released without
their permission and that none of the shelter staff would be present during their
interviews. I asked if I could do anything to make them feel more comfortable in
speaking to me. I explained that I would not be tape recording anything so no
one could identify their voices and that I would try and write down as much as I
could. Each of the women was relieved that I would not be taping. I then asked
if I could get a few direct quotes, if that was all right.
The interviews took place between March 17 and May 1, 2007. The data
shows that the residents’ infrequent utilization of dental care is not a matter of
desire or ignorance or fear, but it is a matter of social and economic factors.
Review of the interview transcripts revealed trends in the following categories:
economic factors, social factors, physical factors, dental phobias, dental values,
knowledge of dental resources, and dental needs.
All five interviewees gave the lack of funds as the main reason for not getting
dental care. Three of the five women described dealing with the stigma of bad
teeth and were distressed about the appearance of their teeth. All five
interviewees mentioned pain as their primary reason for seeking care now and
each of the women said that dental health was important to them. All five
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residents expressed a desire to get dental care if they knew how and each of the
five showed concerns about their dental health and the impact it could be having
on their general health.
Economic Factors
A central theme concerning the women’s access to dental care was the lack
of money. Each woman mentioned that the lack of funds presented a significant
obstacle to getting the type of dental treatment they desired. In my first interview,
Jada said, “I only go when I’m in pain.” She described how she first takes Motrin
and then goes to the dentist after a week or so if it doesn’t work. She explained
that she doesn’t go to the dentist because she doesn’t have money, so she only
has one option. To Jada, “Most places only want to pull your teeth. ” She said
the dentist told her that she needed dentures because that was the cheapest
thing she could do. However, she couldn’t afford to get dentures so in a
somewhat emotional manner Jada said, “I can’t live with it. No teeth. I’d rather
live with the pain and look half way decent. ”
Barbara’s story was very similar. Barbara described having just enough
money to pay for a dental exam at the local dental school. “You had to pay as
you go and I had to pay about $90.00 for the first visit.” When the dentist told her
that her teeth would cost $20,000.00 to fix, she said, “I just didn’t have the
money. ” And, “I thought it was a good price though, because it would cost almost
twice that much if I went to a private dentist, but I never got any treatment.”
Although Barbara had gum disease and what she viewed as a life threatening
condition, she was still unable to pay for any type of dental treatment.
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Marie explained that the lack of money had also prevented her from getting
treatment when she needed it. She said, “Just to walk in is $75.00.” And, “Even
with insurance it was like a $500.00 deductible and that is really hard when you
are a single parent.” Although she had dental insurance, the deductible of
$500.00 made her treatment out of reach.
Finally, Lisa and Dee told how they were able to go to the dentist when they
had dental insurance and had not been to see a dentist since. For Lisa, her last
visit to the dentist was “Four years ago, the last time I had insurance.” Although
Lisa’s dental needs did not seem to be visibly apparent, she was in considerable
discomfort and I had to cut the interview short.
In Dee’s case, it had been over a year since her last dental visit. Dee
explained that she stopped going to the dentist because “My husband wouldn’t
keep me on his insurance when we started having problems because he didn’t
want to pay for a lot of dental work and then have me leave. ”
All the women talked about how expensive dental care had become. Four of
the five women believed that to have a tooth pulled was the only option for
treatment. Each of the women attributed this lack of choice to their inability to
pay for other options.
Physical Factors
Another prevalent theme was the issue of pain. Each of the women was in
pain at the time of the interview and all stated that pain was the main reason for
seeking dental care at that time. Jada and Lisa confessed to taking more than
the recommended dosage of over-the-counter pain medications to deal with their
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discomfort. Jada said, “Sometimes I take four Motrin at a time, sometimes 16 to
20 in a day to kill the pain.” Then she reflected for a minute and said, “I will
probably have to let the tooth be pulled because I know that it isn’t good on your
stomach to take so many Motrin.” I asked if she would talk about the pain. She
said, “Oh my God you can’t sleep; you know you pull your hair while you’re
walking. ” Lisa said that she takes Advil for her dental pain. Then she added,
“Sometimes, I have taken six at a time.”
Three of the women described how pain kept them from eating certain foods
and drinking cold liquids. Jada said that she couldn’t eat anything sticky or
gummy, “So I refuse food and say I’m just trying to lose weight.”
In addition to the physical pain, Barbara talked about living with the fear that
her gum disease was posing a potential threat to her life. “My gums bleed every
night and you wake up with blood on your pillow. ” Barbara talked about watching
CNN and learning that bacteria from dental decay and gum disease were
causing heart attacks in women. Barbara further described how the gum disease
had caused her teeth to become loose. “My front tooth is loose so I can’t bite
sandwiches; I have to cut them into little pieces like you would for a child. ” Then
Barbara said, “I never thought about biting sandwiches with your front teeth until
my tooth got loose. ” I would also like to note that Barbara had to get up out of
bed to do the interview, her pain was so severe.
Marie explained that her teeth were so sensitive that she could only chew on
one side. She said, “In fact, I have a toothache right now.” She described how
she lives with recurring pain. “I just close my eyes and wait for it to go away;
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sometimes it takes three to five minutes.” Marie said that she takes Tylenol but
that doesn’t really help. She said, “I’d rather have a baby than a toothache
because it even messes with your vision. ”
Each of the women said that pain was the main reason for agreeing to take
part in the interview. Each woman described how the pain was interfering in how
and what they could eat, if they could sleep, and what they felt like doing during
the day. Each one hoped that the information might lead to better resources of
treatment in the future.
Social Factors
Three of the women were very aware of a stigma for having bad teeth. Jada
explained, “I am self-conscious about it and so I avoid talking to people. ” And, “I
never look at them in their face, I usually talk with my head to the side or down so
people can’t look directly at my mouth. ” She told me that she wanted to look
presentable so her kids wouldn’t be ashamed of her. She said it would be nice if
people understood how someone like her feels about having her teeth just pulled
and not fixed. Jada talked about being frustrated that Nevada did not have a
program to help adults with dental problems. She said, “Don’t they realize that
adults need good teeth also, they have to support the children. ”
Barbara said, “I went back [to the dentist] in 1999 because my mouth tasted
foul and that was when they first detected the gum disease. ” As a result, her
gums bleed on a daily basis. I noticed that throughout the interview Barbara was
always holding her hand in front of her mouth when she talked. So I asked if she
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was self conscious about her teeth. She said, “Yes, I am always thinking about
the appearance and the smell.”
Dee discussed making her own false tooth out of paper and super glue
because she just couldn’t stand living with a gap in the front of her mouth. Dee
said, “I like to smile but I don’t smile around guys when I meet them because I
think they treat me badly because of my teeth.” She said, “I really lack self
esteem because of my teeth and I think guys can tell that.”
All of the women described how instances concerning dental pain or dental
appearance impacted their daily routines and their ability to interact with people.
I cannot help but speculate how a job interview would go if such distress was
present in a person and evident to the interviewer.
Dental Phobia
When I asked the women if they ever had a bad experience with the dentist,
only Lisa talked about a fear of going to the dentist. She described dental visits
as being “scary, I don’t like the sounds, smells, or the drill and I don’t like needles
either ”
Although Jada said that she never had a bad experience with a dentist, she
did offer the following description of a dental visit. “One time the dentist had to
call for his assistant and it took them three hours to pull it. The tooth broke and it
had to be cut out and stitched.”
Barbara and Marie also said that they never had any bad experiences with a
dentist, but they both remembered experiencing unsettling visits to the dentist as
children. Each went because of a toothache and ended up getting teeth pulled.
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Barbara said that she often wonders if two teeth should have been pulled. Marie
said she had four teeth pulled, “But I didn’t feel like he needed to pull those
teeth.” Lisa’s interview was not completed due to her pain and I wasn’t able to
ask her this question.
Dental Values as a Child - Education and Practices
All of the women could describe some experience with dental visits as
children. All of the women said they brushed their teeth regularly as children. All
of the women conveyed the knowledge that dental care was important to them as
a child. Three of the women saw the dentist on a regular basis, at least once a
year during early childhood, and one woman began regular visits in her teens.
Jada and Marie talked about how their parents encouraged their childhood dental
care habits.
Jada said, “My parents were all over me about my teeth.” And, “My parents
made me brush daily and wouldn’t let me have any candy or juice.” She
remembers going to the dentist every six months. She said she had to have a lot
of work done as a child. Jada explained, “One time I was getting like four root
canals and had to take gas during the treatment.” And “That is probably why my
parents were so strict, but I just had bad teeth. That is why I do that with my kids,
too.”
Barbara said that her grandmother took her to the dentist once a year as a
child. She said she needed braces when she was 9 or 10 years old but they
couldn’t afford to get them. However, she has always brushed regularly.
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Marie also remembers going to the dentist every six months as a child and
brushing twice a day. Although Lisa didn’t go to the dentist regularly until she
was in her teens, she then went about once a year. Only Dee described her
childhood experience in terms of not being able to get dental care when she
needed it.
Dental Values as an Adult - Awareness of Need
All of the women described the practice of daily dental hygiene as an adult.
All professed to brushing at least once a day, with the exception of Lisa who said
she has always brushed twice a day. All of the women had noteworthy dental
needs at the time of the interviews and all described how dental decay or
possible dental infections were causing considerable pain.
Marie and Lisa had possible abscesses and were attempting to get dental
appointments as soon as possible. Marie’s tooth had become infected about six
months earlier and she was given antibiotics for the infection. However, because
of a lack of money, she was not able to see the oral surgeon for treatment and
the tooth was causing pain again. Lisa believed that she had an abscess and
was intending to talk to her advocate soon.
Jada, Barbara, and Dee had a significant number of teeth missing and this
was impairing their ability to chew food. Each of these women struggled with the
idea of eventually losing more teeth. Jada stated, “Most places only want to pull
your teeth.” She wished she could get them fixed or replaced, not just pulled.
Barbara said, “I have only one molar left to chew on and it is loose. ” And, “I don’t
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know what I am going to do when that one goes.” Dee was hoping that she
could afford a new type bridge instead of settling for dentures.
Although Marie had arranged a dental appointment she told me, “I have an
appointment now to see the dentist, but this doctor only pulls teeth.” She knew
she would not be able to get the tooth replaced but her immediate concern was
just to get out of pain.
Three of the women described their dental health as poor and knew they
needed more treatment, but were dealing with their needs one day at a time and
as emergencies arose. Each of the women believed there was little hope of
getting the type of treatment they really needed and were reluctant to discuss
their future projections.
Dental Problems - Types and Frequencies
I was not surprised to find dental issues beyond trauma or injuries that could
have taken place at the time of an assault. Domestic violence is very much
about control (Ganley 1998; Campbell 1992). Since control can be exerted over
finances and social interactions, I expected to find dental conditions that had
been occurring over long periods of time (Hart 1993; Gordon 1996). Dental
conditions such as gum disease, abscesses, missing teeth, loose teeth, and
sensitive teeth were presented.
Each of the women in the interviews described a history of dental problems.
Jada was the only interviewee who talked about dental injuries from her abuser.
She said her abuser hit her in the mouth and knocked out one of her front teeth
and twisted another around. Jada had other teeth that were broken and loose
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and needed to be replaced. She, too, described years of needing dental
treatment.
Barbara suffered with loose teeth and painful gums, a condition resulting from
years of ongoing gum disease. Barbara said, “I have to gargle with peroxide and
brush with baking soda and salt.” Barbara’s gum disease was not only painful but
posing a potential threat to her overall health. She knew that dental disease is
serious and told me, “It is scary, when I think about it, because I have been living
with this stuff [gum disease] for eight years. ”
For each of the women dental pain was interfering with their ability to eat and
routine daily functions.
Resident’s Knowledge of Dental Resources
Four of the women had a limited knowledge of dental resources. Jada had
the most to say about how to get dental care. When I asked Jada if she knew
how to get dental care while she is in the shelter, she said, “NO! Or I would be at
a dentist right now.” Jada described enrolling in Medicaid on a trial basis to see if
she could get dental treatment that way. She expressed knowledge of how the
Medicaid system worked in California and was shocked that adults did not have
options for dental care in Nevada.
Barbara’s explanation of how to get dental services in the shelter was, “Yes,
you go to your advocate and you go to UMC in an emergency.” Marie had
already talked with her advocate and arranged for a dental appointment. Dee
said, “I just mentioned it on my paperwork and nothing was said about it.”
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Lisa was very new to the shelter and was intending to talk to her advocate
about getting an appointment. She didn’t know what kind of treatment was
available. She said, “They [shelter workers] were willing to take me to University
Medical Center (UMC) emergency room last night so that I could get something
for the pain, but I didn’t want to be dropped off there late at night, have to wait
eight hours, and then have to ride the bus back.” She said, “It just wasn’t worth
it.” Instead, she decided to take Tylenol PM and go to bed. As our conversation
ended, Lisa who was visibly still in pain asked, “Could you get me to see a
dentist any faster?”
Jada, Barbara and Marie told me that the only option for dental care in the
shelter was to get a tooth pulled. Each described being told that the shelter has
a dentist who would pull a tooth. Marie said she was all right with having her
tooth pulled because she just wanted to be out of pain. Jada said that even
though she was in pain, if pulling teeth was the only option, it was really no
option. She just couldn’t live with losing any more teeth and not having them
replaced. Although Barbara was in pain and knew about the option to get your
tooth pulled, she was not willing to go to the shelter’s dentist either.
After the interviews concluded, Jada and Lisa asked if I could talk to their
advocates about their need for dental care. Dee asked me how to contact UNLV
Dental School so she could get an appointment.
Findings
The interview process was difficult at times. I missed out on two interviews
because the residents were not available at the same time I was. One resident
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declined an interview when she learned she would not get dental care. Another
opportunity for an interview was lost because the resident left the shelter before
our appointment could take place. Schedules change unexpectedly for shelter
residents. Sudden opportunities for employment, training, or visits with their
families were usually given priority. Residents could also be dealing with
physical or mental trauma, and episodes of depression or anxiety would flare up
without warning. Because of this nature of the shelter environment, I also
learned to take advantage of any opportunity as it came up. Unfortunately, I was
not able to do as many interviews as I planned and a few of the interviews were
not as complete as I would have desired.
My difficulty in arranging interviews led to further insights concerning the
women’s inability to secure dental care, Even when interviews were in the
shelter and scheduled at their convenience, residents still had to be tracked
down and reminded of their appointments. If keeping the appointment for my
interviews was this difficult, how difficult would it be for the women to go to a
different and unfamiliar location, with little expectation of treatment, and no real
incentive for following through to the appointment?

Observing the Women in Context
For the past year, my interactions with the staff and residents in the shelter
have given me an understanding of the process by which information is
transmitted and received between staff and resident. This direct observation of
residents’ behavior helped to uncover some of the meanings residents hold
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about dental health and the obstacles they have in obtaining access to dental
care. Analysis of these observations led to the following insights.
The Intake Process
When a woman first arrives at the shelter she is often experiencing emotional
or physical trauma. She could have children with her who are also upset and
difficult to manage. Shelter staff usually asks the woman if she would like to
complete intake documentation at the time, but this is seldom possible. On many
occasions the staff is only able to welcome the woman and escort her to a room
where she can settle in and adjust. New residents are given a few days to report
back to the office and complete the necessary paperwork. Even then, only the
most urgent needs might be addressed and documented.
I have witnessed several women as they completed their intake process and
all of them were in a hurry to finish and brushed past questions when they could.
On two occasions, the woman’s children were playing in the office and causing a
significant distraction for both the resident and the staff.
Effects of Victimization and Survival Strategies
As a volunteer at the shelter, my duties often involved asking the residents to
attend pottery classes, report to the office, or follow through with their
appointments for GED pre-testing. I began to notice that the residents struggled
with telling me “no” if they didn’t want to do something. Residents would often
agree to attend meetings and activities when asked and then forget about them
or make excuses for not keeping their appointments. Since compliance can be a
strategy for survival, I began to think that some of the residents were agreeing
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with requests before actually thinking them through. I observed that the women
were sometimes not comfortable saying that they do not want to do something.
Priorities in the Shelter Environment
On several occasions the staff would discuss their frustration about
appointments not kept by residents in the shelter. It seemed that immediate
concerns or opportunities would take priority. Residents often lived more in the
moment, taking advantage of opportunities that were available in the now.
I first began to notice this behavior when I started transporting the residents to
pottery classes. After each class the residents would agree to go again the next
week. Although we always left at the same time each week, I would usually have
to walk around the shelter and remind the residents that I was leaving again just
before we left. This routine took place over and over, even if the resident had
been attending classes for weeks. This observation led me to believe that some
of the residents may lack life skills needed to determine priorities and the selfdiscipline to follow through when it is important to do so.
In much the same way, I wondered if dental pain may be a concern of the
moment. If the resident was in pain, then it would get her immediate attention.
As the pain subsides, other concerns would take center stage. This behavior
could also be symptomatic of living under tactics of domination where the future
is always uncertain.
The Support System
Domestic violence shelters are designed to provide immediate and temporary
safety for victims. Safe Nest provides crisis counseling for women and children,
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programs for children, occupational counseling, food, and shelter. In addition to
these services, the staff also assists with the acquisition of food stamps,
Medicaid, legal counsel, clothing for employment, bus passes, and public
housing. I cannot imagine where these women would be without such a refuge.
Residents within the shelter also give a sense of security to each other. I
have witnessed camaraderie between residents that is supportive and
comforting. Residents often provide childcare for each other. However, despite
these interventions, support beyond the shelter is still needed to ensure the
resident’s transition to independence.
Many of the women lack support from family. On three occasions, residents
told me about the alienation from their families. Sometimes the family would
refuse to interact with the victim because she stayed with her abuser or because
the family feared that the abuser would cause trouble for them also.
Another issue is relocation. It was not unusual for victims to be relocated to a
different town for reasons of safety. As a result, the women would not know
anyone in the new place. These women may also lack knowledge of the bus
routes and schedules. Sometimes women who have been isolated for extended
periods of time also lack social skills or exhibit anxiety when attempting to
interact with others. On several occasions, I saw women and children disrupting
the shelter routine with outbursts and anxious behaviors. Although these issues
were effectively dealt with in the shelter, they presented barriers to connecting to
other types of support systems.
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Gender Issues
It is understandable that mothers may have some fear about leaving their
children with other people or prospective strangers. Although the women in the
shelter were willing to watch one another’s children, trusting others was still a
major issue to these women and these concerns were voiced to me by the
residents.
Another concern that women shared with me was their fear to do things alone
or to be out late at night. If the women were from Las Vegas, they were often
afraid of running into their abusers and if the women were not from Las Vegas,
they were afraid of being somewhere they do not know.
Residents’ Knowledge of Dental Resources
As previously discussed, residents had knowledge of only a few resources for
dental care. Unless they were new to the shelter, most of the women who had
completed their intake process knew that the shelter could refer them to get a
tooth pulled if they needed to.
Dental Needs in the Shelter
It was difficult to estimate how many women in the shelter had dental
problems. During the year that I worked in the shelter, everyone I spoke to about
dental problems could think of at least one woman in the shelter who was dealing
with dental pain at the time of our conversation. When I was recruiting for
participants of this project I personally spoke to ten women about their dental
conditions and all admitted to being in pain and needing extensive dental
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treatment. Unfortunately, only five of these women were willing to participate in
this study.
Findings
The main objective of the Safe Nest shelter is the safety of the women, and
the primary concern of the women who enter the shelter is security. New
residents often had fears about going outside the shelter and did not want to risk
alienating the shelter staff. Due to these concerns, they were sometimes
hesitant to interact with the staff and other residents. This type of guarded
behavior was not surprising in view of the traumatic situations from which most of
these women fled. An effect of living in this type of trauma for an extended
period of time was the inability of the victim to develop life skills. Hence, many
women entering the shelter did not have the skills necessary to seek out and
obtain dental care.
However, with so many major life changes taking place, dental care was not
their primary concern. Instead, survival was their main challenge and they
managed the best way they could by handling their needs as they were
presented.
Additionally, it took time to overcome issues and gain the trust needed for
open communication, and as one might expect, this study finds that it was not
uncommon for women to use various forms of coping or survival behaviors in
dealing with their situations at the shelter. Such behaviors also presented
barriers to making a successful connection between the resident and the dental
care provider.
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Conclusions
Analysis of the qualitative research provided evidence of the following
themes: dental needs, knowledge of treatment options, financial limitations,
knowledge about of dental care as a child, and lack of skills for seeking dental
care.
Dental needs were evident throughout the interviews and observations.
These women had substantial needs for dental care, they were aware of their
needs, and they were aware of the serious nature of their dental conditions.
Each woman was in pain during the interview. Barbara knew that her gum
disease could be affecting her general health, as well as posing a potential threat
to her heart.
Knowledge of treatment options was evident. During the interviews, each
woman described the type of treatment she would prefer but stated that only one
option, tooth extraction, appeared to be available to them.
Financial limitations presented a central theme and the main reason that
women could not get the kind of treatment they desired. Each woman stated that
the lack of money prevented them from going to the dentist on a regular basis or
when they needed to.
Knowledge about dental care as a child was also common among the
interviews. It was evident that all of the women went to the dentist as children
and were knowledgeable about proper brushing and the importance of regular
dental exams during their childhood.
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Lack of skills to obtain dental care presented additional barriers for these
women. It was evident that each woman accepted the limited information about
dental resources. Only Jada tried to find additional resources for dental
treatment through Medicaid. For these women, the importance of security and
daily survival usurped all other needs in the shelter. Since residence at the
shelter was on temporary basis, the struggle to obtain employment and find
permanent housing was paramount.
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CHAPTER 5

QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH RESULTS
Looking at the Files
Examination of the closed case files [dating from January 1, 2006 to
December 31, 2006] was conducted between February 24, 2007 and March 10,
2007. Two hundred and ninety-five closed case files were surveyed,
representing the women admitted to the Safe Nest shelter during 2006. Files
representing thirteen women who were still in residence at the time of this
research were not examined. The intent of this search was to retrieve
information about dental needs, referrals for treatment, and the types of
treatment residents received while in the shelter. Data was analyzed for
frequencies, revealing the following patterns.
Years Since Last Visit to the Dentist
The results of the review, shown in Figure 1, indicate ninety-five women
(32%) reported that they had seen a dentist within the last year. Seventy-eight
women (26%) saw a dentist within the last two to five years. For twenty-six
women, it had been over five years. Fifty-four of the records left the answer
blank and in thirty-one of the records; a question mark (?) was written in
response to this question. The remaining records noted the following answers:
(1) child, meaning that they haven’t seen a dentist since they were a child, (2)
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long, suggesting that is had been a long time, (1) many, suggesting more than
two years, (1) N/A, (4) none, (1) unsure , and (1) years, meaning more than one
year. Figure 1 shows each category and the frequencies for each type of
answer.
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Figure 1 Years Since Last Dental Visit

The quantitative data demonstrate that the need for dental care is acute.
According to the numbers representing the women for whom we have data, at
least one hundred and nine women (37%) have not seen a dentist in over a year.
If you add the thirty-one women who didn’t know how long it had been since their
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last dental visit, then the data suggests that an estimated forty-seven percent of
this population is not receiving the acceptable standard of dental care.
When compared with the national figures, the findings are alarming. The
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey (BRFSS) 2004 reported that 64% of
adults (19-59 years of age) had seen a dentist in the past year. According to the
Health, United States, 2006 survey, 67.4% of adult females (18-64 years of age)
had seen a dentist in the past year. In comparison, this study shows that only
32% of the women at Safe Nest saw a dentist in the past year, representing a
trend that is half that of the national average.
Responses to Dental Need
As shown in Figure 2, in response to the question asking if the resident
currently has or recently had a problem with her teeth, sixty-nine women (23%)
checked yes. Thirteen women indicated they had immediate needs. As we
learned from the interviews, the definition of need to the women in the shelter is
not the medical definition of need but a crisis definition.
To women in the shelter the definition of need is an acute need or the state of
being in pain. The residents’ definition of urgent need means a critical need
usually referring to the inability to stand the pain any longer or the existence of
conditions such as an abscess or broken tooth. The records indicate that out of
these sixty-nine women with acute conditions, nine women received referrals for
dental care and three received treatment. It is noteworthy to point out that all
three treatments were for tooth extractions.
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These numbers also represent part of a more general pattern at the shelter,
the tendency for the women to be out of touch with health issues. As noted in
Figure 3, one hundred and fifty-three women did not answer the questions about
their general health. As we discovered in the interviews, these women are
overwhelmed with so many issues of crisis that they are not in touch with issues
about their health and are less in touch with issues concerning their teeth. As a
result, it is a safe assumption that these numbers are understated and
underreported.
General Health
This study found that one hundred and fifty-three women (52%) (see Figure
3) did not answer the question regarding their overall health. As stated
previously, the lack of response to this question exemplifies the women's inability
to answer questions about their health and consequently the data on health
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issues is largely underreported. Of those that did answer this question, seventythree women reported that their health was “good”, sixty indicated “fair”, and nine
said “poor”.
Other general health conditions (see Figure 4) noted in the files were as
follows: head or neck injuries (58), pregnancy (27), diabetes (17), heart disease
(10), and high blood pressure (29). These numbers represent those women in
the population who are at higher risk of health complications. For example, out
of the twenty-seven known pregnancies in the shelter, seventeen had not seen a
dentist within the previous year. According to recent research, poor oral health
can now be linked to adverse outcomes in pregnancy. Therefore, it is
recommended that pregnant women see their dentists at least once a year and
preferably twice (Boggess and Edelstein 2006).
In addition, similar studies on periodontal disease are linking gum disease to
complications in diabetes and heart disease (Matthews and Perio 2002;
Matthews et al. 2002). These studies also recommend that people with these
conditions see their dentist at least once a year to prevent complications. These
findings suggest that the thirteen women with diabetes and the six women with
heart disease who have not seen a dentist within the last year are at higher risk
of serious complications from their diseases. Analysis of the data shows that
according to a conservative estimate, thirty women or at least ten percent of the
women in the shelter during 2006, are at greater risk of serious complications in
their health due to oral health issues.
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Length of Stay in the Shelter
Another significant finding in the data was the length of stay. Safe Nest
shelter provides temporary assistance for domestic crises. The program is not
intended for long term stay; therefore, it is important that health care providers be
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aware of the short length of time that women stay in the shelter. As shown in
Figure 5, one hundred and eighty-nine of the women (64%) stayed in the shelter
thirty days or less. To bring further clarity to the graph in Figure 5, it should be
noted that one hundred of the one hundred eighty-nine listed in the “1 to 30” day
column stayed in the shelter for only seven days or less. This means that health
intervention programs need to address health needs quickly and soon after the
women first enter the shelter.
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Conclusion
The data in this study are representative of a much larger portion of the
women as a whole. Analysis of the data provides strong evidence that dental
needs are present at the shelter and that more options for dental treatment are
needed. These options should include preventative care for women at higher
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risk of health complications and timely care for women with emergency dental
issues. In addition to these types of need, as we learned from the interviews,
restorative dental treatment is also not only needed but vital to the process of
rebuilding self esteem. The quantitative data supports the findings in the
interviews that a significant number of the women in the shelter are not just in
need of dental care, but they are living with debilitating dental conditions resulting
in chronic pain and greatly inhibiting their ability to perform even daily tasks.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION
This study is exploratory in nature. It seeks to examine why dental care is
rarely utilized by the women residing in Safe Nest shelter for victims of domestic
violence even when dental needs appear to be impeding their opportunities for
employment and their levels of self esteem. This study hypothesizes that social
and economic factors present the primary barriers in the women’s ability to
access quality dental care. Additionally, evidence of difficulty in communicating
the dental needs of the residents to the professional community was presented.

Value of Using a Combination of Research Approaches
Qualitative Methods
As qualitative methods, interviews and participant observation gave insight
into the residents’ perceptions that could not have otherwise been obtained. The
women’s behavior during the interview process substantiated their struggle to
deal with their dental problems. I witnessed behaviors such as their inability to
remain still for extended periods of time; holding hands over their mouths when
talking; avoiding looking straight at me; frowning and grimacing; and moments of
emotional display such as raising voice inflections and lowering their eyes when
talking about difficult topics, obvious signs of their physical and psychological
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discomfort and evidence of their struggle with low self esteem and shame
(Goffman 1963; Gidden 1991; Shilling 1993; Scheff 1994).
Ethnographic methods also allowed observations of residents’ behaviors that
were symptomatic of PTSD. As discussed in Chapter Four, it was not
uncommon for the women to forget about appointments, withdraw to their rooms,
and avoid social interactions with both the staff and other residents. The
interviews lend support to these observations by revealing further evidence of the
women’s difficulty in asserting themselves, their lack of follow through, and their
emotional detachment from apparent serious health conditions. Observations in
the shelter provide evidence that these women are primarily concerned with
survival, they take life one day at a time, and they are doing their best to meet
each challenge as it appears. This research illuminates the women’s inability to
effectively communicate their dental needs to those who could provide services
to them.
In spite of their difficulty with the interviews, the women’s participation in the
research process was empowering (Kiefer 2007; Fraser 2004; Obrist et al. 2003).
After the interviews, four of the women expressed that their participation in the
study had a positive effect on them because they were able to share their
opinions and become part of the solution. By positioning themselves “as
consumers of services, ” the women gained an understanding about the obstacles
that were hindering their access to health care (Gordon 1996:325). As
unintentional as it was, the interviews had validated their plight and self worth
(Hamilton and Coates 1993).
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Quantitative Results
Analysis of the data provides additional evidence of dental need with sixtynine women indicating a need for dental care. The files show that only nine of
these women were referred for dental care and only three of those received
treatment. As seen in the interviews, the data also supported the women’s
perceptions that they have only one option of treatment, tooth extractions.
A surprising discovery in the records was the absence of dental trauma.
Although previous research indicates that injuries to the head and neck are
commonly found in cases of domestic violence, this study found only one
instance of dental injury in fifty-eight accounts of head or neck injuries recorded
in 2006 (Peujrye-Hissong, Davis, and Weinberg 1983).
Another interesting result of the quantitative research was that roughly one
third of the women entering Safe Nest during 2006 stayed for only one week or
less. This means that completion of many of the intake records may not have
been possible due to the brief length of time the women were in the shelter. It
also means that health needs must be addressed as soon as possible.

Dental Needs
Addressing dental needs should begin with identifying those who are in
greatest need and at highest risk. This means that women in pain and with life
threatening dental disease should receive immediate treatment. This list would
include the women with other health conditions such as pregnancy, heart
disease, diabetes, and high blood pressure. As stated in Chapter 5, almost ten
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percent of the women in this study fell into this category. The American Dental
Association (2004) recommends that people with chronic health conditions
should see their dentist twice a year for exams and cleaning. These preventative
measures are usually less expensive and should be easier to obtain.
Dental treatment should also include restorative treatment. Restorative
dental care is beyond emergency measures, it is treatment with the intent to
make one whole and restore ones function in society. As stated in the National
and State Objectives on Oral Health, the goals of the Call to Action are to (1)
promote oral health, (2) improve quality of life, and (3) eliminate oral health
disparities (USDHHS 2003). According to The Burden of Oral Disease in
Nevada, “Oral-facial pain, as a symptom of untreated dental and oral problems
and as a condition in and of itself, is a major source of diminished quality of
life...It is associated with sleep deprivation, depression, and multiple adverse
psychosocial outcomes” (pp17). Women living in chronic dental pain do not have
quality of life. Therefore, adequate access to dental care is essential to their
process of recovery.
Access to Dental Care
This study finds that access to dental care for the residents at Safe Nest
shelter is not satisfactory. For the purpose of this study, access to dental care
was evaluated using the criteria defined by Penchansky and Thomas (1981) for
assessing access to health care. According to Penchansky and Thomas (1981),
each of five criteria for access must be met in order for satisfactory access to be
achieved. Results of this study indicate that residents could not afford to pay for
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dental care and therefore their ability to access care did not satisfy the criteria of
affordability. In addition, as stated by the residents, the only accommodation
being made was for free dental care that was only available at the UMC
emergency room and one local dentist. Services from both providers were
limited to treating infection at UMC and tooth extractions at a local dental office.
Since these services pertained to emergencies only, they were not considered as
options of treatment by the residents. Therefore, three more of the criteria,
acceptability, availability, and accommodation, were also not satisfied.
Accessibility which pertains to geographic location was the only criteria that could
have been satisfied. As a result, this study finds that the women at Safe Nest
were not satisfied with their choices of treatment; treatment was not available
when they needed it; and no accommodations were being made to address their
particular circumstances.
Social and Economic Factors
As previously stated in Chapters Two and Four, research shows that
domestic violence victims often suffer from long periods of economic and social
isolation, thus suggesting pre-existing dental conditions would be evident. This
study finds substantial evidence of long term and pre-existing dental problems.
Dental conditions such as tooth abscesses and gum disease are problems that
take time to develop and can be particularly dangerous if left untreated. This
research offers proof that those dental conditions were present in the shelter and
that they were having a considerable impact on the women’s daily functions.
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Evidence from this study provides further insight into the complex economic
situations of the women in the shelter. Lack of money was the primary reason
stated by the interviewees as a barrier to accessing dental care. In turn, their
dental pain and dental issues presented a barrier to the women’s ability to obtain
and keep employment. When employment was secured, demands like
permanent housing, transportation, and support for children left little possibility of
affording dental care. Therefore, it is apparent that financial accommodations
must be made before these women can access dental care.
As one might expect, social ramifications of DV victimization were prevalent.
Life in the shelter presents issues of stigmatization associated with being
homeless, unemployed, and needing public assistance (Hatton 2001). In
addition to these concerns, this study finds that four of the five interviewees were
struggling with poor self image and the stigma of having bad teeth.

Final Remarks
In conclusion, this research offers support for Obrist, Tanner, and Harpham’s
(2003) hypothesis that survival needs limit resident response in such programs.
This study finds that the women residing in the shelter were facing complex
psychological, economic, and social concerns in their struggle to survive. It
further finds that these issues present social and economic barriers in their ability
to access quality dental care. If this thesis accomplishes its goal, it will serve to
facilitate the access of these abused women to the care they desperately need.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A Long Way to Go
This study was a learning process for me. Like the women in this study, I did
not know what to expect when I first walked through the doors of the shelter.
Although I have read much of the literature on domestic violence, it did not
prepare me for the situations I was about to see. The interviews with the women
at Safe Nest were unsettling to say the least. As illustrated in the interviews,
these women have serious dental needs that require extensive dental treatment.
It is difficult to maintain emotional distance about so much suffering, but in order
to document and demonstrate their needs, some degree of objectivity is
essential.
Access to dental care for the women residing in Safe Nest shelter is not
adequate. As stated earlier, according to the residents, there are only two
options for treatment: the UMC emergency room for tooth infections and a local
dentist for tooth extractions. This study provides evidence that the lack of access
is not a matter of education, but a matter of economic resources. Therefore, due
to the fact that the residents do not have the financial resources to pay for the
treatment they need, it is imperative that community resources are located and
persuaded to accommodate the special circumstances of these women.
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Recommendations to Safe Nest
The review of the case files revealed important information about the
documentation process and the need to capture data that will enhance the
prospects for advocacy and increase the professional community’s awareness of
dental needs at the shelter. Consistent record keeping that targets the type of
information most recognized by health care professionals is critical in the
development of advocacy. With this in mind, I would like to make the following
recommendations.

1. A good start would be to take specific information about the needs at Safe
Nest to the community for assistance. Contacts can begin with the
CCOH. Next, actively solicit dental care professionals from the
community. The dental programs at University of Nevada LasVegas
(UNLV) School of Dental Medicine and Community College of Southern
Nevada School of Dental Hygiene would make good candidates for
recruitment.
2. Once resources have been established, create a referral sheet with all
available resources listed, describing the services, cost, location, and
contact information of each. This form can be signed by the resident at
the time of referral thus noting the resident’s acknowledgement of
receiving the referral and their understanding of the information it contains.
3. The shelter staff can begin identifying those women with the greatest
needs or health risks for referrals.
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4. Establishing programs for regular dental screenings and exams would
build awareness of the needs and provide credible documentation for the
professional providers. This type of documentation could then be used to
open other doors for treatment.
5. If possible, providing transportation to and from dental appointments
would increase the likelihood that residents would keep appointments.
6. Document all dental needs and services. Even if actual names of
residents can not be used, this information is crucial.
Further Research
It would be advantageous to study other outreach programs that have been
successful in helping victims of domestic violence. One such program is the
Cass Dental Clinic for the Homeless in Phoenix, Arizona. This program offers
comprehensive dental care by utilizing students from several dental schools in
the area and is now one of the largest volunteer clinics in the country. Another
inspiring example is the Tuft’s Dental Outreach to Survivors (DOTS) program in
Boston, Massachusetts. Tuft’s program offers free dental care to survivors of
domestic violence who have already left or started the process of leaving their
abusers (Mitchell 2007).
During the course of this study, it was discovered that a significant number of
women in the shelter were missing teeth. Unfortunately, time and circumstances
did not permit further investigation, however, a study should be conducted on the
prevalence of this condition and the possible impact it has on securing
employment.
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Another interesting result of this study that warrants further research is the
lack of evidence of dental trauma. This could be due to underreporting of this
information by victims.
Going Back to CCOH
I have been privileged to work with the staff at Safe Nest during this past
year. I am impressed with the dedication and passion they have for these
women who are in need of shelter and protection. I did not set out just to do a
study. It has always been my intention to take this information back to the
community and complete the task I began as the advocate for Safe Nest.
The advantage of doing action anthropology is that it holds the possibility of
bringing about change (Kiefer 2007). Consequently, the findings of this research
will be taken back to the CCOH and to Safe Nest where I am now ready to
discuss how many women are in need of dental care, what kind of care they
need, and what they are doing for care now.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS
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Jada
Jada, a thirty-seven year old African American woman, was an unemployed
single parent with four children. Although Jada was very willing to volunteer, she
appeared to be nervous. We sat at a large table across from each other. I
explained to her that I did not work for the shelter, I was just a volunteer. She
was impressed that I would donate my time. I told her that nothing she said
would be released without her permission and that none of the shelter staff would
be present during her interview. I asked if I could do anything to make her feel
more comfortable in speaking to me. I explained that I would not be tape
recording anything so no one could identify her voice and that I would try and
write down as much as I could. I then said that I would like to get a few direct
quotes if that was all right.
I began the interview by asking Jada how long it had been since her last
dental visit. She said it had been about four years. She explained that she went
because she was in a lot of pain from a broken tooth. The tooth was located in
the back and side of her mouth. She said the dentist had to pull the tooth. Jada
said that she was supposed to return later to have more teeth pulled and get
dentures, but she just couldn’t bring herself to get all of her teeth pulled at that
time.
She told me that earlier in her life she had been in a car accident and the
steering wheel of the car hit her in the mouth, cracking many of her teeth. She
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had to wear wires that were kind of like braces for a year and a half. When that
didn't work, the dentist said that she needed dentures because that was the
cheapest thing she could do. She could have also had implants, but that was too
expensive. Jada said, “I felt like I was too young to have all my teeth pulled, so I
didn’t go back.”

She continued, “I was figuring that in time I could come up with

a plan to do something else besides the dentures, but with kids and stuff that
didn’t happen.”
I then asked Jada how often she goes to the dentist and for what reasons.
Jada said, “I only go when I’m in pain. ” She described how she first takes Motrin
and after a week or so if that doesn’t work, then she goes.
I asked Jada if she missed appointments. She said yes, if she was not in
pain she would not keep the appointment because “they only want to pull teeth.”
Next we discussed what her dental care was like as a child. Jada said, “My
parents were all over me about my teeth.” She had regular dental visits, about
every six months. “My parents made me brush daily and wouldn’t let me have
any candy or juice.” She said she had to have a lot of work done as a child.
“One time I was getting like four root canals and had to take gas during the
treatment.” “That is probably why my parents were so strict, but I just had bad
teeth.” “That is why I do that with my kids, too. ”
I asked how she felt about going to the dentist. She said that the dentists had
always been really nice to her and it would be no problem if she could just get the
treatment she needed. Jada said, “Most places only want to pull your teeth.” She
wished she could get her teeth fixed or replaced, not just pull them and leave
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them missing. She said that she has never had a bad experience, but she does
get nervous and think about the pain. “Every time I go they say I have long
roots.” “One time the dentist had to call for his assistant and it took them three
hours to pull it. The tooth broke and it had to be cut out and stitched.”
I then asked if Jada had any dental needs now. She said, “Yes, the works.”
Then she continued, “I was thinking about the Total Makeover show.” I could tell
this made her a little uncomfortable and she began to move about in her chair.
At this point I decided to tell Jada that I had been a trained dental assistant and
that I was familiar with teeth and had seen many different types of dental
problems. This seemed to make her more comfortable with me.
She said that she just wants to look presentable, so her kids won’t be
ashamed of her. She wants to work in public service and have a nice smile. She
then said, “Well, I guess I have a nice smile but I have bad teeth. ” And, “I am
self- conscious about it and so I avoid talking to people.” “I never look at them in
their face, I usually talk with my head to the side or down so people can’t look
directly at my mouth.”
I asked if she was in any pain. Jada said, “Sometimes I take take four Motrin
at a time, sometimes 16 to 20 in a day to kill the pain. ” Then she reflected for a
minute and said, “I will probably have to let the tooth be pulled because I know
that it isn’t good on your stomach to take so many Motrin. ” I asked if she would
talk about the pain. She said, “Oh my God you can’t sleep, you know you pull
your hair while you’re walking. ”
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Before she came into the shelter, her abuser knocked out a tooth and twisted
another one around. Now about every two to three weeks it flares up and her
gums hurt all the time. Jada then added, “And cold bothers me, I can’t drink
anything cold.” She said, “I can’t eat sweets, nothing gummy, and nothing that
will stick to my teeth. ” If she does, she has to brush them right away. “So I refuse
food and say I’m just trying to lose weight. ”
The staff [Safe Nest] said they could make an appointment for her to have it
pulled, but wherever they could send her would only pull it. Then she said not to
tell them [Safe Nest staff] but that’s why she didn’t go. She said, “I can’t live with
it. No teeth. I’d rather live with the pain and look halfway decent.” She then
said that she thinks it would be nice if people understood how someone like her
feels about having her teeth just pulled and not fixed.
Then I asked if she knew how to find dental care while she is in the shelter.
Jada said, “NO! Or I would be at a dentist right now. ” She then said that she said
“no,” because she doesn’t have money so she will only have one option. “But if I
know they would help me, I would be on time.” She then explained that she was
put on Medicaid for a three month trial period and tried to call around to get
dental care. She specifically wanted to know about dentists because in
California the state will pay for adults and children. She said that Nevada doesn’t
have a dental program, only a couple of places to pull your teeth. She said,
“Nevada doesn’t take care of adults, only children.” They will pay for the
children. “Don’t they realize that adults need good teeth also, they have to
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support the children?” My interview ended with Jada telling me that she prays to
God that her children would have nice teeth.
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Barbara
Barbara, a fifty-nine year old African American woman, was an unemployed
divorcee with three grown children. I began the interview by asking Barbara how
long it had been since her last visit to the dentist. She said, “It was in July of
2004.” I asked the reason for the visit. Barbara said, “I went because of pain in
my gums and my teeth were loose.” She explained that the dentist said she had
gum disease and that she probably had some nerve damage.
I then asked if she received any treatment. She said that she had gone to the
Loma Linda Dental School in California and she was only able to get the
evaluation. “You had to pay as you go and I had to pay about ninety dollars for
the first visit.” The dentist said that he could do all the work but she needed
about $20,000.00. He told her that price would include three implants. She said,
“I just didn’t have the money.” “I thought it was a good price though, because it
would cost almost twice that much if I went to a private dentist, but I never got
any treatment. ”
She went on to talk about how expensive dental treatment was. She told me
about a friend of hers that paid $50,000.00 to get all of his dental work done.
She said that his teeth looked real nice now, but he had to pay cash in order to
get them fixed for that amount. She said that she couldn’t imagine paying that
much money for anything.
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I asked her to tell me about the last time she went to a dentist and received
any treatment. She said it was in 1998 to get two teeth pulled. She said, “I went
back in 1999 because my mouth tasted foul and that was when they first
detected the gum disease.” The dentist said it would take three treatments and
her dental insurance deductible of $100.00 would have to be paid in advance,
before she could get treatment. “Right after that, I lost my job and wasn’t able to
pay for the treatment.” She then told me about her grandmother who died from
an abscessed tooth in 1939. She said that she takes dental problems very
seriously. She said that she heard on CNN about how the same bacteria in tooth
decay and gum diseases is causing women to have heart attacks and that she
was afraid. She said, “It is scary, when I think about it, because I have been
living with this stuff for eight years.”
I asked if she has had any bad experiences at the dentist. She said it wasn’t
a bad experience, but when she was young her grandmother took her to the
dentist because one tooth was hurting and the dentist ended up pulling two teeth.
The dentist said that he thought she would eventually be having trouble with the
other tooth, so he pulled it too. She said that she often wonders if he should
have pulled that other tooth. Then she remembered that one time when she had
a tooth pulled, the dentist said her roots were unusual, having three roots, and
that it made them hard to come out. The dentist really had to work at getting the
tooth out and she could feet it when it was pulled. Barbara then said, “The only
real dental work I have ever had was a crown on my front tooth. ”
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I then asked her to describe her dental care as a child. Barbara said that her
grandmother took her to the dentist at least once a year. She said she needed
braces when she was 9 or 10 years old and the dentist said that was why her
teeth were shorter than they should be. However, she has always brushed
regularly.
I asked if she would be willing to talk about her dental health now. She said
that her dental health now was poor. “My gums bleed every night and you wake
up with blood on your pillow.” I asked what she is doing for her dental needs
now. She said, “I have to gargle with peroxide and brush with baking soda and
salt.” I then asked if she takes anything for the pain. She said that she isn’t
taking anything. Barbara then said, “I have only one molar left to chew on and it
is loose.” “I don’t know what I am going to do when that one goes. ” Her teeth
were very sensitive so she doesn’t drink coffee or anything cold.
Barbara then showed me the gap between her front teeth and said that it
wasn’t always there. Her teeth are loose and shifting. She moved one of her
front teeth with her finger. She then added, “My front tooth is so loose that I can’t
even bite sandwiches, I have to cut them into little pieces like you would for a
child.” Then she said, “I never thought about biting sandwiches with your front
teeth until my tooth got loose. ”
I asked if she knew how to get dental care while she is in the shelter. Barbara
said, “Yes, you go to your advocate and you go to UMC in an emergency.” She
said that her advocate told her that the shelter has a dentist who will pull a tooth.
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I notiœd that Barbara talked with her hand over her mouth throughout most of
the interview, so I asked if she was self conscious about her teeth. She said,
“Yes, I am always thinking about the appearance and the smell.” It should be
noted that Barbara had to get out of bed to do the interview. She had been lying
down because of a toothache.
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Marie
Marie, a thirty-seven year old African American woman, was a single parent
with one child. The first thing I noticed was that Marie seemed hesitant about the
interview. I asked if she still wanted to do the interview. She asked me how long
it would take. I said that I could probably get the information within twenty
minutes if that was all right. She said that was good because she didn't feel
good. She had a toothache and she needed to see a dentist, that’s why she
decided to participate in this study.
I began the interview by asking if she knew how to get dental care while she
is in the shelter. She said, “Yes, you talk to your advocate and they will get you
an appointment.” She told me, “I have an appointment now to see the dentist,
but this doctor only pulls teeth.” I asked if she was OK with that. She said she
would rather get it pulled than have a root canal. She told me, “I have heard a lot
about root canals, and I don’t want one, so I would rather have it pulled and be
out of pain. ” I asked if she knew what was wrong with the tooth. She said, “Not
really, the tooth is chipped and the filling fell out. ” She then said that she had just
been to a dentist in October of last year because the tooth was infected. The
dentist gave her some antibiotics and referred her to an oral surgeon but she
couldn’t go. She explained that the deductible for her insurance was $500.00
and she didn’t have the money.
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I asked if she usually followed through with her dental appointments when
she makes them. She said, “Yes, absolutely." She told me that she always
follows through, especially when she had insurance because with insurance, if
you don’t show up they still charge you. She then described how it used to be
very hard to get dental insurance and how expensive dental offices in Las Vegas
used to be. She thinks they are less expensive now because there are more
dentists and more of them take Medicaid.
I asked when she had last seen a dentist before her appointment last
October. She said, “Ten years. ” I asked why she went ten years ago. She said
to have her wisdom teeth removed. I asked why it had been so long. She said,
“Just to walk in is $75.00. Even with insurance it was like a $500.00 deductible
and that is really hard when you are a single parent. ” I asked if she had any bad
experiences with a dentist. She said she didn’t think so.
Next, we talked about her dental care as a child. Marie said, “When I was
nine years old I had four teeth pulled. ” Then she added, “But I didn’t feel like he
needed to pull those teeth.’’ I asked if she knew why those teeth were pulled.
She said, “No. ” I asked how often she went to the dentist as a child and how
often she brushed her teeth. She said, “My parents took me to see the dentist
regularly, about every six months, and I had to brush twice a day. ”
I asked Marie how often she goes for dental care now. She said that she only
goes in emergencies. She then said, “If I had dental insurance, I would go once
a year for cleanings.”
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When I asked how she would describe her dental health now. She said,
“Poor. In fact, I have a toothache right now.” She described how she sometimes
can’t sleep and she can’t eat anything cold. She said that her teeth are still
sensitive and that she can’t chew, at least on one side. I asked what she does
for the pain. She said she takes Tylenol but that doesn’t really help. Then she
said, “I’d rather have a baby than a toothache because it even messes with your
vision. ” And, “I just close my eyes and wait for it to go away, sometimes it takes
three to five minutes. ”
I asked if I could follow up and see how she was doing after her dental
appointment. Marie said yes. I thanked her for helping me with the interview.
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Lisa
Lisa was a single thirty-three year old Caucasian woman without any children.
I began the interview by asking how long it had been since she last visited a
dentist. She said, “Four years ago, the last time I had insurance.” Then I asked
the reason for the visit. She said that she went to get a check up and cleaning.
She told me that when she had dental insurance, she would go about every six
months for regular cleanings and check ups.
I noticed that Lisa seemed uncomfortable, so I asked if she still wanted to do
the interview. She said, “Yes, but I am just in pain.” I asked if she would
describe her dental health now. She said, “Not too good because I am in pain
right now.” I asked what the problem was. She said that she thought she had an
abscess. I asked if she knew how to get dental care while she is in the shelter.
She said that she believes she should talk to her advocate. She then explained,
“ They [that the shelter workers] were willing to take me to University Medical
Center (UMC) emergency room last night so that I could get something for the
pain, but I didn’t want to be dropped off there late at night, have to wait eight
hours, and than have to ride the bus back.” She said, “It just wasn’t worth it.”
Instead, she decided to take Tylenol PM and go to bed.
I asked if that was how she usually handled her dental pain and she said yes,
or that she sometimes takes Advil. I then asked how much Advil. She replied,
“Sometimes, I have taken six at a time.” Since Lisa was visibly not feeling well, I
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decided to thank her for doing the interview and I asked if she had any questions
for me. She said, “Yes, could you get me to a dentist any faster?” I told her that
I would leave a message for her advocate.
Next, I asked Lisa to describe her dental care as a child. She told me that
she never went to the dentist as a young child because they lived in a rural
community. But when she became a teenager, her family moved closer to a
town and she began to go to the dentist once a year. I asked how often she
brushed her teeth, and she said that she has always brushed her teeth twice a
day, even as a child.
I then asked Lisa how she felt about going to the dentist now. She said, “It’s
scary, I don’t like the sounds, smells, or the drill and I don’t like needles either.” I
asked if she had ever had a bad experience with a dentist. She told me that she
has never had a bad experience, but she just doesn’t like to go. I then asked if
she usually kept dental appointments when she had them. She said, ‘Yes,
always.” I asked for the main reason of not going to the dentist. She replied,
“Money.”
Lisa was frowning and showing signs of discomfort, so I thanked her and
ended the interview. Aside from her physical discomfort, Lisa appeared to be
very comfortable with the interview. She did not display any behavior indicative
of being self-conscious about her appearance.
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Dee
Dee, a thirty year old Caucasian woman, was a divorcee with one child. She
began her interview by explaining that it had been well over a year since she had
seen a dentist. I asked if she could explain why she went and she told me it was
to get her partial plate fixed or replaced. Dee had a partial plate that held a left
front tooth and a premolar. She said that many years ago she had been in a car
wreck that broke her front tooth and knocked out her premolar. The front tooth
eventually died and she trimmed it down with fingernail clippers. She explained
that it didn’t hurt to do that because it was dead. She said, “I made another tooth
out of paper and used super glue to hold it in place. ” Eventually her husband got
insurance through his job, so she was able to go to the dentist. The dentist made
her a partial plate to replace the teeth which worked all right until the front tooth
broke. Consequently, over a year ago, she went to get the partial fixed.
She said she was still not happy with how the new tooth looked. She said
anyone could tell that it was false and it did not match the other front tooth very
well. She was very self conscious about the looks of her front teeth. Dee said, “I
like to smile but I don’t smile around guys when I meet them because I think they
treat me badly because of my teeth. ” She said, “I really lack self esteem
because of my teeth and I think guys can tell that.”
Dee then said that she really needed dentures, because she was missing so
many teeth. She took out her partial and showed me how many teeth she was
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actually missing. It looked like she was missing about six or seven teeth and I
could tell that she had quite a lot of dental work done in the past. Dee asked
what I thought about the appearance of her front teeth. I told her that I really
couldn’t tell that one of them was false. We then discussed the possibility of
getting a bridge that would remain fixed in place. She said she heard about a
new type of bridge made of “molten lava” that was much better than the old types
and may cost less.
Next, we discussed her dental care as an adult. She said she went regularly
to the dentist until three years ago when she was divorced. She was married for
ten years and went to the dentist regularly during most of that time. However,
she explained, that she had to stop going because, “My husband wouldn’t keep
me on his insurance when we started having problems because he didn’t want to
pay for a lot of dental work and then have me leave.” That didn’t seem to upset
her because she said she was trying to leave. She said she has always brushed
her teeth everyday.
I asked about her dental care as a child. Dee said she had braces when she
was young and lived with her grandmother. Then her mother came and took her
away from her grandmother and she was not allowed to go to the dentist again.
Dee said she had bad teeth and needed to go back to the dentist but her mother
was not a good mother and didn’t care about her teeth. Although she brushed
her teeth daily, she still lost two of her permanent molars at an early age. She
told me that she blames her mother for that.
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I asked how she felt about going to the dentist and if she ever had a bad
experience. Dee said she has always liked to go to the dentist. She said she
always keeps her appointments when she has them and she thinks her dental
care is very important. That’s why she wanted to do the interview; she was
hoping that I knew how she could see a dentist. I told her that I really didn’t have
a connection with any dentist.
I asked if she knew how to get dental care while she is in the shelter. She
said that she told her advocate that she needs to see a dentist, but nothing was
said. I asked if she asked directly. She said, “No, I just mentioned it on my
papenwork and nothing was said about it.”
I asked if she was in pain. Dee said, “Yes.” I asked what she was doing for
the pain. She told me she takes aspirin. I asked her to describe her dental
health now. Dee said it was not good. She has “huge” cavities in several teeth
and needs root canals and crowns. She is missing two molars and is afraid she
will be losing another. She then asked if I knew how to get an appointment at the
UNLV Dental School. I said I could get her the information.
Dee told me that she just got a job and was going to try to save up money so
that she could begin getting her teeth fixed. She said that she knew it would take
time to get an appointment at the dental clinic so she would start saving money
now. I thanked Dee for helping me with the interview and left information about
the UNLV Dental School clinic in her case file.
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APPENDIX B
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3

Shelter
(Days)

Intake
Head
Injurie
s

Preg

DIabet
es

Heart
Disease

High
Blood
Pressure

Y

67
68

Gen
Health

Dental
Prob

Recent
Dental
Prob

Treat
mt

POOR

3

GOOD

3
3

84
Y

156
2

Y

Y

3
4

Y
GOOD

2

4
4

3
FAIR

5

4
4

8
9

FAIR

29

GOOD

31

Last
Visit
(Yts)

Y

GOOD

4
Y

4
Dr. K
-pull

ABS

4
4

47
49

GOOD

85

FAIR

4

GOOD

4

Y

93

FAIR

145

Y

PAIN

Y

2
8

Dr. K
-pull

4
5

Y

Y

5
FAIR

11

5

13

5

16

Y

5

Y

5

28
42

4

5
Y
Y

49

5

1

6

1

6

2

Y

6

3

Y

6
GOOD

5

Y

6

9

6

14

6

20

6

25

Y

Y

26

FAIR

Y

6

GOOD

Y

6
6

50
11

FAIR

Y

Y
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7

Shelter
(Days)

Intake
Head
Injurie
s

Preg

DIabet
es

Heart
Disease

High
Blood
Pressure

Gen
Health

Dental
Prob

Recent
Dental
Prob

Treat
mt

POOR

26

7
7

Y

28

7

52
15

Y

8

24

10

24
30

Y

154

GOOD

10

FAIR

10

GOOD

10

3

12
Y

3

GOOD

24

Y

4
23

12

POOR

Y

12

Y
Y

15
Y

GOOD

15

3

30

1

FAIR

Y

2

?

Y

5
5

Y

Y

?

GOOD

?

GOOD

?
?

6
6

?
SEVE
RE/PN

6
7

Y

DR.K
-?

Y

9

?

GOOD

?
FAIR

Y

Y

Y

22
23

?
?

10
21

Last
Visit
(Yrs)

?
?

Y

?

GOOD

23

?

24

FAIR

30

GOOD

7
Y

32

?

36

GOOD

?

40

GOOD

?

42

GOOD

?

44

GOOD

?

46

FAIR

49

GOOD

Y
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?
?

Shelter
(Days)

Intake
Head
Injurie
s

Preg

Diabet
es

Heart
Disease

High
Blood
Pressure

Dental
Prob

Recent
Dental
Prob

Y

Y

GOOD

?
DR.K
-?

83
Y

Y

110

Y

139
152
4
8
17

?

GOOD

?
Y

Y

?

GOOD

?

FAIR

?

GOOD
Y

Y

CHILD

Y

LONG

Y

FAIR

BAD/A
BS

Y

LONG

3

MANY

23
6

Y

GOOD

N/A

GOOD

NONE

57

NONE

61

FAIR

NONE

88

NONE

49
8

UNSU
RE

Y
Y

GOOD

ABS

Y

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

FAIR

1

Y
Y

1
1

Y

Y

FAIR

Y

1
1
2
2
2
2

?

FAIR

FAIR

Y

Last
Visit
(Yrs)
?

65

103

Treat
mt

GOOD

58
62

Gen
Health

Y

2
GOOD

2
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DR.K
-?

YRS

Shelter
(Days)

Intake
Head
Injuries

Preg

Diabetes

Heart
Diseas
e

High
Blood
Pressure

Dental
Prob

Recent
Dental
Prob

Treat
mt

GOOD

3
3

Gen
Health

Y
FAIR

3
3
3

Y

3
4
4
5
5
5
6

Y

6

FAIR

Y

GOOD

Y

FAIR

Y

GOOD

Y

GOOD

Y

FAIR

Y

7
8
10

Y

11
13

Y

24
27

Y

Y

27

Y

28

Y

33

GOOD

39

FAIR

Y

47

FAIR

Y

49

Y

Y

FAIR

50

Y
GOOD

53
71

Y

GOOD

Y

90

GOOD

100

128

Y

Y

Y

Y

165

POOR

Y

POOR

173
248
419

Y

Y

FAIR

Y

GOOD

Y
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DUBRcecivcdDateStaaip—OfficeUseOaly I l»B

Neartier—pffic* Use0«ly

Office for the Protection of
Research Subjects

Research Protocol Fn^osal Form
fo r Research tnvirfviiig H unaa Sabjects
Evidence o f CITl certification {www.dtkim arm f.ornl mustbe sutm ittaii with thfe protocol proposal form.

InstrucOoas:
I. Cranpleteall s^ons ofthis form. Do notle&moceothersectionsasarc^;oose(Le. "^secooo or’seeaoadML..")
Z ONain all necesaiy sigoatuics.
3. Submit CKiecra^letBisotDColpadcage with dlaiclosDies. YouwiUlie notified if athStjooalcxq^ ate necessm?
4. Projectswidi fitnding/proposedfimding nniâ include
ofthea|]|)iic3tk» orproposaL
Note:
1. Handwritten fo n n s wiU not be accepted.
2. INCOMPLETE FORMS WILL BE RETURNED.
3. Foryourrecwds, it is important that youkeq) a ctq^ of litis omqtlelBdfittm.
12/0a2006

1.

Snbmittal Date:

2.

Duratkm ofStudy

AnticipatedStart Date:
Anticipated Tennination Date;

2/20/2007
M11/2007

NOTE: ResearchStudiesmay not begin until youhavereceivednotificmioa of IRB approval All reseandi proposals are
approvedfwatitatumiiiMof 1yearaadcan bete-tEviewedatany time wMrinlitgtyearaifaediscrMionofiltelRB.
3.

Researcfa Protocol Title (ResearchPnXocol Tide must siatid) tiie fimfing/pnipasedfitndiagi^rptkatioit or proposal):
Access to Dental Carefor Victims of Dori>o»tk:Viote»ce

4. Investigator(s) ComtmctWaronffiom
(One person must be designated as the P I. The P I must be a U N LV faculty o r ^ t^e s s io n a l s tt^m e m b e rin aO cases im o trm g studies
carried out by students orfe llo w s )

A.

Principal Investigator (Name and C redentials): John Swi8tnani. WtO
□ Faculty
B Faculty Advisor
D Pro&saicoml Staff
ScfaooFCoUege/Centen
Department:
Mailing Address:

B.

L ib e ra l^

Atfithropotoov aid Bhitic Stmfies Mail Stop:

PhoneNumber;

702-B95-3831

£-Mml Address:

siwBtnan0unlvedu

StadhaaVFe1km lu\esÜgietor(Nam e andC redentials):

G Undergraduate

B Master

Q Doctorate

SchooFCoUege/Centsr
Dqwrtmenc

5003

Unwersitv of Nevada l as Vetyast Las Veoas. f<V/89154-5003
FaxNimtiter.

702-

Cartrfvnn J. Tavlor
Q Fellow

LttiaalAltS
faîthropoloov and BiiniG auchtB Mml Stop;

sm
1ofH
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M ailing Address:

Phone Number
E-Mail Address:

UntversHv o f Nevada >= » 'J bijs k I I am Mim an NV / 89154- 5003
702-302-6077
FaxNunAer
camfvnn1ador@unN.edu

702-736-6226

NOTE: A ll student/fellow initiased research must be subm tted as an m kp e n d a tt prefect w ith the Faculty A A -isor listed as the
P rin cip a l Investigator. The Faculty A dvisor must s iffi the Faculty A dvisor Assurance statanent in Section 2TB. The
Student/Fellaw Investigator must sign the StudentTFellaw Investigator A aurance statement in Section 27C.
C.

PLEASE COMPLETE ONLY IF AM-LICABLE
Co-Principal lov«sl%m1or (N tm e and Credentials):____
□ Faculty
□ Professional Staff
School/CoUege/Cemer
Department
Mailing Address;

____
____
____

WjoneNumber.
E-Mail Address:

____
____

Ivlail Stop
FaxNumber

5. Rcwardi Team Mcnbcrs: lis aOreseandi teammoDobeiswhowill be iovirivedm&isreseadi project Reseantreammoobeo
suepersonswhohavedirencontactwithsidgects,oaoli3)inEtotberesearcbina sobstaoiivew^, bavecontactwiibsidi)eas’ identifWAe I
dataorbiologcalsangiles^oruaesulàects'peisoiialinfcnnalioo. (Fiy addMooaiguidance, refertothesamplefannontheOPRSwebsiie.) j
NAME and
DEPARTMENT
John Swelnam,
Anthropology & Ethnic
Studies

Carofynn Taykrr

6.

RCaUEIN

ROIEINPROTOCCML
Advkit^ Student
InvesOgalDr, CampHng
and Aiiaiyzing Data

Interviewing caisenting
subjects, coHectkig and
comping data, analyzing
data

CONSENTPROCESS
Supevise
Disseminaban and
Cdtedian of Cement
Fomrs. Aowde locked
storagefor Conaent
Fdnns
DisseminâtBand
coRectconseiRtoms

a>ECffIC EXPERIENCE WITH
RCRÆIN PROTOCOL
Blmcigraptacftesearch^GutdBmaia
19œ-TD, 1974.1977,1979,1991.

NONE

P^cct Site(s) {Check dl boxe indicatingwherethe stwiy isconducted.)
O Univeisity ofNevada, Las V e ^ (UNLV)
□ Maryland Cmt^ws(mmn)
Q ParadiseCampus
D Siadow Lane Campus
□ UNLV leasedjmçerty. Explain:
B Other (Specify andErq}lrâ):Safe Nest @iWterfor Vkdims of Domestic Vkdence
2ofl0

PiXftoccH Proposal Form ~ Vcr. 2 - 6/2005
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NOTE: If theproject site isotfaa- tiian UNLV, Facility Aintonmian Lener must besubmiaal
7.

RescaickTenas

Provide upTodiree tenns, keywords, w shot

that descrOresthe researdi to beperfonnedusitmthe guidelines bdow:

1. Researcharea(biomedical, social bdmnoraO: Socid fldtaviofd
2. Studytopic area(e.g., physical therapy, psycboWé): Aastfed Anthnxxdoav
3. Subject class(e.g., healdry adults, pisooets): Adult Wtatngi RescBna in Stelte8.

Proposal Samimasy

Summarizedie prtqxKèdreseandi project The summary dwuldbe wndeu in ooo-technicai langurOTihmcan be understoodby
non-sGientihc iiidivictuals. The summary mustn« exceed200 words.
8.1 A briefstatement oftbe researdi queaion (hypothesis) midrekted theorysuppmtmgthe reason totbe study.
AMiouah women at tfte Safe Nest ateHw-gginegs a need far ttentai cane, he ^ care orttiiidersraMrt «he
rwponsetpeidslinflPwmaitwoBierhiosetviceaftesofcttaqe Ttfeshidvwiltiroirideindetitft intaTriaBctncgintagrtfioltie
Imowledge residents hatre of avaH^senricies. dtewBsetiwerfcofniwaiiadetnanitecwthkrlwiR tt>e<«Beutoof
accessibility to sites in whkAsevlcxs are rmdered, and die uiKaWmvneakbntsencaunler as to ItieàrtrealmenttM
service prowldBts. The study wBltestObrlst Tanner, and Hgphant's (2003) hvocdieaisdiatsunrivd needs in * resident
response in suctt pregnants.
82 A briefdescripliimofdie pmcedure(s) mvolvinghumansubjects.
Ttiree haSix lesidenls and two to five staff eWtre interviewed »ffii«T??»»n«»n(tedeltwcicitaohiclBehni(Bies to
reconstrtffit the indMduarsoetoertiotm erf ttidrindiyidud need far derkal care, th^krigwledae of hieayaddbilityrf

thpT w n # # M ln a o :M WS C M M Which flssMB k dbÜÉnst, and their emotional response to nonmymo die
role of behio cared toby inditnduals with whom they have no odorexoeitenoe. BvexandrdragheallhseeWrwtietiayiorsin
the shelter context the study will proiddeirtoohlsinlD the <ttenima8fao»vihy#f«»wrt women in iniDroyinoBtor
appearance, dental hedth. and ooportunrBes to «noloyinent in tWds in which aopearancae is crucial.
PLEASENOTE: Complétédescriptiwaoftte studyprocedar«(s) mast liespedBcdte Seedoe26.
9.

NumberofResearch Sebjccts

Total numb»-ofsabjects: 3 -6

10. Research Subject Classification

10.1 Check all applicable boxes
[ ] UNLV Students (general studentbmfyl
n Student Subject Pool (DepL):
n Healthy Aduhs-Age range;

n Eldeiiy &*jects
O Prisoners or Parolees
D Healthy Control Grotgi

n MincHS(underage 18) - Aee range:

Q PregnamWmnen

□ Clark County Scinol Kstiict Students

Q UNLV Engiloyees

D Cognitively or PsycfaologicaUyImpaired (Seeconsent tom guidelines)

Q teslitudooalizedResideals

□ Non-English Speaking(Include consentsin die qipropiiats toiguage)
Vkhms of DV

53 Other-Describe: Adult Females-

10.2 Sununarize die inclusionand occhisicmcxiteiiathat must bemet in orderto apersonto particqmminthe study.
Inclusion:
Women residino in rfielter over 18 years of atm; AND a«.T B R STAFF
Exclusion:

Individu^ not retohna in shelter and uncier 18 years (rfaae

P ittocol Proposal Fcmn - Vcr. 2 - 6/2005
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10.3 What isthe genderof subjects?

QMale

(^Female

L I Both

10.4 Are thereany enrollment restrictions basedongender, prqnaocy or chikfiwaringpotential?

[Yes

a No

If yes, piMse explain the nature ofthe restrictiM^s) andprovidejustificaUton.
Safe Neat onlv allows women and tJiBthtan to tBskie in ^tellBr. RESTRICTIWS FOR INCLUSION IN THIS
STUDY WLL BE THAT THE PARTICIPANT 1$AN ADULT (18 YEARS OF A<3£OR OLPg) RESIOefT OF THE SAFE
NEST SHELTER AND HAS NOT SEEN A OBfllST WITHIN THE PAST 12 MCNfTHS.
10.5 Are thereany enrollntent restrictionsbased0 0 race or ethnic «igins?
I f yes, please explaindie

11.

QYcs

Î3No

nature o f the rEstricti<Ks(s) and provideJustificatkm.

Purposeof Stady

Rosulta ot stutty can be appHod to public health «aatues »»d improve accmaeto tfentsd c o t tor women m
shelters.
12.

Privacy and Coafidenlialily
fWnegt refers to a person's desire to con trol the access ofoàters to themselves. Privacy con cam people.
C onfidendalhy r^ e rs to the researcher's t^reem ent w ith the s ijÿ e c i oboet how the stdfect's identifiable private
irtform taion w ill be handled, managed, and dissem inated C onfidendciify cam ems data.

12.1 What areAe methodsusedto oisurecontidentiMily ofparticqiationmiddataobtained?
Names and olh»p«sonal 'idenlificteionwill not ttecolleâed on mtABriaiaotiier than consent fixms. Inteviewsvwll
be ctwducted in ttte shelter and in ptivacv.
122 What safeguardsare usedtoOTOtectaiiainaidentifvinE.directiv or indiractiv. thesabiea involved in thestudy? No
idenlHtetswill be used. Personal idenlilic^ion will be cocted and names wBlncrf be aw*b*rteinanvQne except the
Invesliq^rs.
122 What safe^tards ate usedto protect the information fiomdisclosure?
Infomwd consent fomts and all notes will be lodted in Arttfeoootaiv offices^ on UNLV camous. No Names or
idenliBc^on wilt be on interview notes.
12.4 What {Hovisionsexist for controls overaccesstodata?
Access Will be limited to John Swelnam. PhD aid Catalvnn Tavlor.
12.5 Are subjectsaskedto Gll out any materials that are sharedwith odiergroups (e-g. voluntary health orgMizations. advocacy
grtwps) that povide ideidGere? Q Yes 13 No
If yes, describe;____
126 Will the subjects’ databecoded? |3 Yes G No
If yes, how? SUBJECTS VWU. BE ASat^ED RANDOM NUMBB^S BETWEBU1 AND 12 AND
RECORDS OF THE ENCODING WILL BE I ^ T AT THE ^rfTHCfftXOgy OFFICE IN A LOCKHJ STOR/M3E
12.7 Will datageneatedbe usedf(M-purposes otherthandûsreseandi project?
If yes, how?____

G Yes ^N o

12.8 Where will die datai» stored? fF tn review/audd purposes, records mast be stored on U N LFproperty.; Anthnxxtloqy
office on UNLV camous.
12.9 How long will Ae databestored?

45CFR4b. llS fb )-R e c o rd s re la tii^ to research w hich is conducted sh a ll be retained fa r
at least 3 y e m s c fie r com pletion o f the research. Three Years

12.10 What aredie plans for Ae final disposition destroctkmofthe data? Shredded adterdtfBeveas.
ftotocol Proposal F<»in - Vei. 2 - 6/2005
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13.

RecnütaacBt Proccdarcs

13.1 Describe belowflieproceæes usedfor selectingsutgeos anddie meabodsofrecraimienLiDchidinsuseof ktors andor
advertising. lnclude,when,bowandby whomIbesubjeas will berarttimd. Donot include inclusicmandexcluskncriuria
which were already listedin Sectkm 102.
Subjects will be recnited from residents of the
Nest SlieltB-ffiasVeoas. Nevada PmiectwMte
announced and ttescribalbvCat)hmiiTavlof ait we^meeBno far resittetts and onlvwoluntegsswM be
acceded for interviews. Ganjlvnn Tavlorwill infannwtoitiBgs of tttoriiohts to witfnfrawfttim die study a any
time and volunteers will be r^suredth^oomrieteconMenBaRvvwll be preserved. Ifnesicteitsaaneeto
participé in the shKtv. they will t>e given infamtaiar of wtw to oontaot if Ihev have anv questions and a i
infomred consent fbrni.
132 Will subjectsbe recniited fromime or more schools, cmnmunity centers, organizations, tradegroups etc.? D Yes
If yes, pleasespecify tiie souree(s):____

I No

NOTE; Provide a Facility Autfawizatii» Letter frcunthe perfonnanoesite tadlfry givhg the PI permisska toperform Ae
shidyat thmsite.

j

132 Indicate thetypes ofrecroitment tttaterialsA be usedtrelow(checkall tint ^ ly ). AQadi copiesofallrecraitmem materials i
A Ais application.
[
□ Advertisemtaits
□ Brochures
D Flyers/Posters

□ Newsletiers
Q Radio
[ ] Tekvisitm

□ Internet
D Contact letters (PhysicianLetters, Teacher Letters)
□ Other(Describe)____

|
!

13 This r^earch study will not beusingany of Ae above informatiocL
13.4 Will subjects bereouited fromantahpublicregisliy?

j

O Yes 0 N o

‘

If yes, specify die source;____
NOrE:Provideaktterfromtiiedircctoroftheregistiy mttitoriritg your access mthe identiBaMe data for the purposeof Ais !
^idy. The letterneedsmckarfy describehow accessA the identifiËtk information isethically possible. (i.e. it
confirms that subjectshavegivenpermission to cmnact andauthorizedthe dislributioo of their namesandaddress).
13.5 Are you stutfyingpre-existingdata?(e.g. academic records, medical records orspecimens)

I Yes a No

If yes, specify Ae source; RESIDPfT INTAKE FORMS DATING FROM 1-14M to 12-31-06 WILL BE EXAMNH3. i
SIGNED RELEASE FORMS WIU NOT BE NEEdGD BHlAUSe NO INDtWDUAL INFOMHATKM WILL BE
TAKEN- THIS STUDY WILL ONLY BE iroHTlFYINGFRECHIBdCieSRESAROING: UBRSTH OF TIME SINGE i
LAST DENTALVISIT: LENGTH OF STAY IN SHELTSl; m O N U M ^ OF REFBIRALS TO DBNTAL
'
PROFESSIONALS FOR TREATMENT.
13.6 DoyouOTany memberofthe research teamhavean autiMritativerok (Le. Inrtrtdm. Counselor, etc.) over the research
subjects?
G Yes g No
If yes, please explain;

14.

i

Research ActMBes (PruTA)

Please checkany/all tiiat aggtlylo the proposedresearchstudy.

________ G Collection ofdata isflirough noiHmvaBveprocedarciroutinely enq>lo?«din cimkai settings, etcludiagx-rays or
Protixsc^ Proposal F w n - Vcr. 2 - 6/2005
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microwaves (e.g., [Aysical sensorsIW do not shock or invadeAe sutgecfsprivacy, weiÿiing ortestingsensory
acuity, magnetic resonancehna^g, EEG, EKG, roodetaeexerciseor snn ^ estnif wiA heaîAy no&iJtranain
subjects).
□ CollecD'cHi of datainvolvesreview ofdata, documents, leœrds or specimensAat were otiginaUy collectedfor non
researchpurposes(e.g., metfita! lecortfe).
[ ] Existing humanbioloecalqjecimens will beused.*
Q Prospectivelycollet^ humanbiological ^»cimens wiDbe used. •*
Indicate sourceanddmeswhenthe data werecollected;____
* Specimensmust be “onthe sbelT atthetimeof the sdjmission of the îçjpUcaicœ.
** Specimens will becoIlectEd afterAesttidy hasstartsd.
□ CoUectitmofdatais fromaudioOTvisual recordings.
B Researchactivities mvolvetAservtagindividiial or groupciiHactaistics whenconsideringAesulgect’sown
bdiaviOT(includingperception, cognition, motivation, identity, batpage, ccmmimicatian. sodo-cultizzl belieft.
puctices OTbehaviOT).
E Researchemployingsurvey, mterview, oral history, focusgroupor pogramevaluation measures for purposesof
research.
Q Researchactivities involvemedical devices that havebeen^^iroved formatketingand are usedasprescribed,
identify device(s):____
□ BloodsamplesarecollectedI^Snger stick OTvenipunctureonly fromnoo-pregnanthealdQ' adults mamounts less
Aan 550 ml is aneight-week periodandnomorethan twit» perweek.
Provide a kief descrfotkmofbloodcollectionmethods.____
O Proqxctive coUecticmofbiolopcal spetimres by noo-invasivemeans (eg, hair andnail clippings, extractedteeth,
excretaandexternal secretimis, uncanmilatedsaliva, placentaremovedat delivery, amniotic fluid obtainedat rtqXure
of memkane {xiOTA or duringdelivoy, dental plaque andcalculus, mucosal and
cells collectedby swdt 3x1
sputumcollectedafter salinemist nekdization).
□ Ntxieof thetoive categoriesapply A tile proposedreseanAstudy.

15.

Research AcBvltfcs (Part B)

15.1 Please checkany/all that ^ ly toAe proposedresearchstutfy
O Falseor misleadinginformOTitmA subjects (deceptivestudies)
13 Proceduresfor debriefingsubjects: ResiHs of study a# be given to S sSb Neat
□ Invasive biomedical procedures
Expbin procedure:____
Are povisions for medical carenecessary?
D Yes, pleaseoqolain; ____
□ No, pleaseexplain; ____
Hasa qualified UNLV Faculfy MembOTpmticipkedin plamimgthe ssxfy?
□ Yes, pleaseidentify by nameandquafifyingcredoitial:____

□ No

WiUflte stiwfym volve drags, radiation, lasers, higb-im zosily sothxL etc.?
I^otbxx>i Proposal Form - Ver. 2 - 6/2005
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□ Yes. please kkntify;
□ No
H Sensitivequestions wUl be askedabout peraonal issues
□

The stutfy involves useofpoAntiaUy hazardous maieriais (Explain):.

□ The research includes collwdon/stor^ofdaabiolopcal^redinens for fimirensaarehaiah'sis. If yes. the
consent docutnent inurt addressfoepossibility of fuure use.
□

Proceduresare novel OTnot acceptedpractice(ifthiscategaty applies, explain mthe Infonned Consent Formbow
provisions aremadeto correct, treator manageurmxpeaedadverseeflfects)

□ Risky procedures orharmful eSects, mcludingdiscomiwt, rWt of injiny. hrvasiveprocsdaes. vulnerability to
harassment, invasitmofprivacy, controversial infortnadoo or infotmmioa craning le ^ vulnerability (if tfos
categwy applies, erqrWn in the Irform e d Comen Forms howhzmful idfocts will be adfoessedandhowbenefits
outweighrisks)
Q None ofihe above categOTiesapplyto foepxoposedieseardi study.
152 Disseminatirai andStorageofResearchInformackw
□ Yes

Will theresults of foe rraearch studybe povided to die researchsubject?
If yes, please explain:____

No

152 Quantitative Desipi Elements (if q^lic^le)
Describefoe statistical proceduresthat will beusedmidspecifyfoe foUowisg:
Statistical design:.
Dependent variables: _
Independent variables:.
16. MedieWDevices

16.1 Are you usinga medical device?
OYes
^N o
If no. then continueto section 17. If yes, plase conqiletEfoe answers below.
16.2 Isfois a SIGNIFICANT RISK (SR) otNON-SIGNIFICANT RISK <NSR) device?
□ SR D nsr
162 Is this anINVESTIGATIONAL MEDICAL DEVICE

O Yes ONO

APFROVED MEDICAL DEVICE FOR AN UNAITROVED USE.
□ Yes Q N o
If yes, indicate DEVICE name;___________ ____
IDE number:
____
SpDnsOTfManufoctinen
____
NOTE; Pleaseprovidethe investigator'sbrochurewhen usingm investigationai device.
FDA AnHOVED MEDICAL DEVICE FOR AN APPROVEDUSE:
O Yes □ No
If yes, indicate DEVICE name; ____
SponsnfManufoctureR ____
NOTE; Pleaseprovide foe padcageinsert when usinganapproveddevice.
16.4

Is foe IDE (Inve^gakmal Device Exemption) held by foe^xrosoror faythe investigmor?
G Sponsor (PleasefOTwardcopes offoe aimual report formthe sponsortofoeIRB.)
Q Investigator(Pleasepovide a copyofthe «ighêl IDE ^plication andctgriesofthe annual tqxxts at the time of :
periodic review)

Proposal l-o in ~ Vrs. 2 - 6/2005
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17. Risks

17.1 Summarizefoe nature andamount ofriskCincladiiig sideeSects) or sidsDiiaialsasss or (tisoomfoniiivolvot There wMtie
no ii8k of physical h»m. MinimWrisk wiXbe tmtotov and iW married a tonst BnoBonte daujmtot or sfress
may be possible as partjcjDantsngnembg-eyenlBttia ted UPto dwfoB trauma
17.2 What are the potential lirfts/discomiixts associatedwifoeadtiotervemiaa or rsseanfoprticafoBe? Particioartts tnay feë
shame or embarrassment ^xnit iteita heath issues.

172 Estimafofoe pobaWlity (i-e. not likffy, likely, higbfy likely. Me.) that a given harmwill occur, its severity, andits poteotsai
reversibility, nottikelv
17.4 What procedure(s) will be utilized A prevent/minimize my potential risks or discomfort?Exmples ofrisk include pbyacal
risks, psychok^râl risks (suchassubstantial stress, discomtbrt, or invasion ofprivacy) md sodal rirfts (suchasjeopzrty to
insurability or anpioyabllity). Patbctoantswill be neoilatvnBttinded that they need rwtatsmgdl queBhtyts and
that foev can twifotltawfrom the ^udy at any timewithout PtaiKfice to aaius in shetter. Interviews wM be
conducted at the shelter aid tn privacy.
17.5 WIrat isfoeoverall risk classification ofthe resemrfo?
13 Minimal
Q Greaterthan minimal
Q Significant
n If unknown, pleaseexplain:____

18. Benefits

18.1 Describefoeprobablebmefits offoer«earch forthe individual sidgecl(s).
RMufa gf lh e ^ y could incrgmeinrMuirtuarsurKterrtandinq of hcawto access dtental cate and may
ayallablltv of dental care to reBdents. Shelter ^ wiBbe ttotar Informed and 4 # m
inaByiduals in need of dental
cate.
182 Desciibe foeprotnbletmiefl&oftlKkiiowiedge gainedfor society. Sodetalbenefos geoerallyrefor to the advancemenr of
scientific knowledgeand/mpossfole ben^ to future siilgeœ.
Dental care pnmnderswilt have a better undetatanfonq of barieia to detital cane far women in shettets ResuBs
may also be used to IngeaseinfbtwiaBotratxiut dental neetfainyr~«y?r«fTPh^ (frf?* "^aiidgowtfebeaainfotmahon to be used tor advocacy.
19.

Risk BenWRRatio (Erqrlamhowdie ptdential trenefiti ofdie research outweighthepocemial risks andbowdieserisksare

justified.)
This Studyuwll have minimum fiste to subieets. in iftat the subjects may tod unoanfoztabtediscusMiglheif
experiences with dental erne. Intomtafionfmm this study could haveaskmlkatitoodfivemoact on the avaddtmy of
asxtestodteiddctee tor tricBms erfdomestic vtotenoe Results faimddnrfoirtwnniiiriinBDrowethe infowduafs
undetslanding about acc^ to dental eae and incieaBeaitoeness of the need tor dgital canefoamthe tteilal care
providers in the las Veoas area.
20. Cost to Subjects(Do not include financiai costsin this section.

SeeSection22.)

20.1
Briefly describethe activity (ire. labnatorytesting, survey completioa, travel time) that involves participation time:
interview
202 Amount of participation time: 120 minutesperday for I dq^s)
20.3 Describe anyaddititmal costs; 0
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21.

Project Fuodiug

21.1 Funding Status;

G Funded

QPrasding

|3 None(go» section22)

Noie: Jffim ded/pendingfim dlng, please submit a espyo f the appMcadon o r fmcposaL

21.2 Funding Source;
G Federal/State
GNIH GNSF G NASA G BRIN QDOE Q Other;____
Q UNLV Internal Grants
G SITE G NIA D

ura

G

ari

G o tiK r._

O other____

G Self-flmded
21.3 Are there any other contrtoitions w sapport (e.g. device, drags, e tt.) provided by a cotBpany/^XJOsarrgrautiDg agency?
O Yes 13 No____ If yes, explain;____
21.4 Is any «her typeofomtribution(aside fromttevices ormtmemry fimds) bemgmadeby a company/^jonsor'ganting
agency?
OYes H N o
If yes, explain;____
21.5 Hasfois project beenrabmittBd» die OfSce o f SponsoredPrtgectsiOSP)?
QYes 13 No
Submissiondate;____
If no, explain;____
21.6 Sponsor,
22.

CtNMract OTCramNumber

Financial Information (F o r additional guidance, re fer to the samplefo rm

22.1

on the OPRS website)

What arethe fmancial costsinvolvedasa result ofparticipatian intheresearchstodv. 0

2222 Are thereadditimial expensesto the sifojectrelamdto this (xDlocol? QYes 3 No
If yes, pleasedescribe.____
22J Will subjects bepaidor otherwisecOTnpensatedftrreseOTchparticipation?

QYes

3 No

If yes, pleaserespondto thefollowingqueaions:
a) Describefoenature ofany compensationtosidgects. include cash, eifis, travel reimbursements, etc.
b) Providea dollar amount, ifaigilicable, andindicatemethodofp^nmenL ____
O Cash
G Check Q Other.____
c) Whenandhowisthe compensation(uovidedto thesubject?____
d) Sdtedfoeofpayments; ____

23. Consent
Refer to the UNLV Inform ed Consent TempUae to ensure thiB yo u r subm issionfollows tite current standard consemfo rm a l
A ttach a ctgsy o f a ll ctm sentform fs) cmdior irfo rm a tio n a l Im terfs) used to describe die ra e a rc h stucfy to potential sub/eas.
Note- Consent must be obtained firn n subjects p rio r to eru-iM m ein/participadi^ in dm re s e a th stiufy.

23.1 Describethe cwtsentwticess for enrollingsidnects intothis study. Subieetewaibe inviteti to
In the Study
during a residents tneehfig at foe dieter. Sutiiecasn^lneiaavean on^eicplatown of the research orOtecaand
inforrnalionwiwtKifn to contact wnftquestttms. SutdeetswatterBnândedttitetiarticmatton isvgtotlary andthe
Protoc(d}^q»&BlFfmn-'Ver.2--6/^)0S
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subieds may withdraw from Itieaudv a anytime without censure ftornS ^ West or UNLV. If the subject wants to
participate, a written conaentfbnrn will be CTviOTi to the subject far thàrsianaüfB

23.2 Where will theccKisentingpnxæsslake place? S^Nestaiater
23.3 WiU foeielreffl) opportunity to foestdgect to takefoeoiDsemfbnnhcxiKB) discussfoeirpsticipaiiaa?
3 Yes Q No If no, explainwhy. _ _ _
23.4 What m^od(s)wUl lie usedto edutaeatdincTKise the potential researdi subjects’ koowledgEoffoereseaehpregea and
their rightsasa subject? Oral desciitfiontrf Protect and answerativques8ein&
23.5 What method(s) will beusedto evaluatetheunderslaidmgoftbepotential reseæchsubject's contpretiensionaboin the
researdi project andtheirrightsasa subject? (Check a ll that apply)
3 Verbal feedbackofintomadcm
□ PreandPost-trat
□ Other (describe):____
23.6 Pleaselist all Ctmsent Forms (Please compose a ll consentform s in a Un^piage appropriate to the study population. ;
The submctuntterotaids the ouroose of the protect and

1.Informed Conswtt Fonn

agrees to participate, acknowtedainq their lights and the limfts of UNLV liabMty.
2._

3._
4.

23.7

Odniefing; If the sturfy includesa detmefingscript or intotnattoi givento subjects, pleaseztach with the submissioa.
Is adebriefing script necessary?

QVes 3 No

24. Conflict of Interest (C o tV le S i^ m te ru tre R n to a m s ia ia U c m iitw ta h J h ia K ia L p n ^ e s n e n a l a rp e rsa sa t o ^tg a txm s mas com m m xM

o r p nse re the

c q ip e ca im xe ^e o iii^^m U sla ^a n ^v& ih d i^sp vftsa o n a lju ^m e ittin tk^ftlK g , carnhKSmsir tmafysx/^ a rn p a rtp ie rg jm srd t)

Doesa conflict of interest exist wrfo foissln^?

3 No Q Yes. explain: _

25. Project Eaciosares(Check all aRxt^mme boxesandincludethe hems wifo foe Proposal Form)

3 InftwrnedConsent Form(s)
Q Child/Youfo Assent Form
□ Debriefing Script
□ Waiver of Docwnentation ofConsent

□
3
n
n

Grattt'COTiiaciApplkakio/Praposal
Facility Aufooeizatioo Letter
ResemchInstntmems(Surveys. Questionnaires, etc.)
RecruinnentIntoTtimion(Ads, Webpostings, letteis, etc.)

D Other items;____
26. Complete DeacripBoa of tfee Stady Procédâtes
3to6residefftBofSafeNestwiUbeinterwaiyed(fanetatoc8linaotiyateroamatBieS^MestSted>er- In
addietw.3toSSife Nest staff at the ah e lto w H ^ b e in tBtviewedffactigftaejw aiiàalsnaiatafogggtofteSl
Shelter. The interviews a il seek to eBtitiesittents anti staff Meojpgjesattdltrwwtethie ofdéniai care AdtfiBgnal
infonnation Ptettenwotolentith of tiroe since last dental waff and detateconditions^the time of inlake to foe sheitg-will
be retrieved from anehived aid current files. All owsontehifgnnaBonwai be coded.__________________

lOofiO
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LIST OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Protocol #0612-2186: Access to Dental Care for Victims of Domestic Violence
QUESTIONS TO INITIATE THE INTERVIEW:

General reminder will be given before interview.
I would like to thank you for volunteering to participate in this study. Since
participation is voluntary, you may refuse to participate at any time during the
interview. Please take as much time as you need to answer.

Interview Questions are as follows:
When was your last dental visit?
What was the reason for the visit?
What were the results?
Would you be willing to talk about your experience?
How often do you go to the dentist? What is the reason for most
appointments? (Emergency, Cleaning, Exams)
Could you describe your dental care as a child?
Has it changed as an adult? If yes, how has it changed?
How do you feel about going to dentists?
How would you describe your dental health now?
Do you have any dental needs now? Could you describe the need?
What are you doing about the needs now? What do you do in an
emergency?
Do you know how to find dental care now (While you are in the shelter)?
Please describe.
When you make an appointment do you follow through? If not, why?
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m y /m

UNLV
Social/Behavioral IR B - E ipedited Review
Approval Notice
NOTICE TOALLMESEAtCHEMS:

Please be aw are du a a p ro to c o l vio la tio n (e .g ..fid b tre lo s u b n tita im x ifia ttio n jo r s iy change) c f ax
IB B t^ip rtrve d p ro to c o l may re s u lt in m andauey rem edial educatim , a d d itiim a l audits, re-consendng
subjects, researcher p ro b a tim suspessitm o f any researtis p ro ta a d a t issue, s u ^ e n ^ o n t f a d d itio n a l
existing research protocols, invaUdadtm o f a ll research conduced under the re s ta n A p ro to c o l a t
issue, a n d ju rd ie r tgigtnysritUe consequences as determ oied by the IM I and d ie bistitu dom d O fficer.

DATE:

February 21,2007

TO:

Dr. John Swetnim , Antiin^iogy

FROM:

OfiSce fo r Ae Protection o f Research Subjects

RE:

N otificatiO TiofIR BActiœ ibyEh. J.M ichadS titt,C hair27»B ^/<r.r
Protocol T itle: Access to Dcntd Care fm* V ic tim ^ Dmnestk VMence
Protocol#: 0612-2186

This memorandum is notification that the project refoeiKed above has been reviewed by the UNLV
Social/Behavioral Institutional Review Board (IR B) as indicated in Federal legulalm y statutes 45 CFR
46. The protocol hœ been reviewed and amnoved.
The ]»otocol is qqnoved fo r a period ofooe year fitn n tiK date o f QtBtEpprovaL The expiratkm date
o f this protocol is February 20,2008. Wmk on the project may b ^ in as soon as you receive w ritten
notificatitm fiom the OCBce for the Protection o f Researdi Sulÿects (OPRS).

PLEASE NOTE:
Attached to this iqiproval notice is the oflidal Im&mncd CMUflM/Assoit (IC/IA^ Fonn fo r this study.
The IC/IA contains an ofiBcial ^^noval ^attqi. Only cqnes o f this o fficia l IC/IA fam i may be used
when obtaining consent Please keep die original fiv your recmds.
Should diere be any change to the protocol, it w ill be necesary to sulmnt a MoffifkatiDB Form
throng OPRS. No changes may be made to die existing protocol un til modifications have been
^iprovedby the IRB.
Should the use o f human srdgects desmbed in this p o to o il crmtinue beyond Fdm iary 20,2008, it
would be necessary to submit a Cimtimmhag Revtew Reqaest Fwm 60 diiys before the expiratkm date.
I f you have questions or require m y assistance please contact the O ffice fo r the Protection o f Research
Subjects at OPRSHumaiûSitoiects@unlv.edu or call 895-2794.

OlTici; I'll ihv y n ilc .;iiu n m
\ l j r ' . | ] i k l I'iw t.w jv « B o \ 4 r l W

- 1.3 ; \ cu u .,

,7(1:'

'
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UNLV

RECEIVED
FEB 20 2007

IN FO R M ED CONSENT

OFFICE FOB Thl'; PROTECTION
OF RESCAHCH SUBJECTS

DwMutMHrtof Aatknweiaw

TITLE OF STUDY;
ACCESS TO DENTAL CARE FOR VICTIMS OF DOAŒSTIC VIOLENCE
INV£SnGATOR(S):

JOHN SWETNAMrTHD
CAROLYNN TAYLOR

CONTACT PHONE NUMBER:

(7«2) 8»-3S31

Purpose o f the Study
You are invited to participate io a reseaich study. The purpose ofthis study is to detomine if wtmien
living in die Safe Nest Shelter for victims o f dmnestic violence need dentd care and if they wiU use the
resources that are available.

Partkinanla
You are being asked to p a r tie lle ia Oe stndy becaue yM cam atly rende at Safe Nest (ARE A
FEMALE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER) AND HAVE NOT SEEN AINENTIST WITHIN
THE PAST 12 MONTHS or u v a staff BUBbcr at Safe Nest Even when the need fo r dental care
is indicated by remdoits and shelter sta% dental care is lardy lailized by female readents o f Safe bfest
This study w ill investigate if dental needs are {Resent and if ÜK needs are being addressed.

Procedures
I f you volunteer to participate in this study, you w ill be asked to do the following:
a. Participate in an individual foce-to-foce mterview o f 60 to 120 ntinutes omducted by Camlynn
Taylor fiom the U nivasiç o f Nevada, Las V ^as.
b. The interview w ill be conducted at a time tiia t is ctmvenient for you, in a private mmn at foe
Safe Nest Shelter.

Benefits of Participation
There M IL be forect benefits to you as a participant in tiiissfoify.

•

Restthsofthestudy could increase your nnderstandii^d'how to access dcHlnl care.

•
•

Shelter staffm ay be able to assist itxUviduals in need ofdental care 1^ bang better informed.
Results ofth is study could im|»Dve information about the dental care needs o f women residing
in foelters.

I of 3
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UNLV

RECEIVED
FEB20 20D7

IN FO R M E D CO NSENT

OFFICE FOR THE PROTECTION
OF RESEARCH SUBJECTS

Departam tof A n tooriagy

TITLE OF STUDY:
ACCESS TO DENTAL CARE FOR VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
INVESTIGATOR(S):

JCffiN SWETNAM, M B
CAROLYNN TAYLOR

CONTACT PHONE NUMBHk
•

(702) 89S-3831

Data fiom diis study could also {KDvide better infonnatioo to advocates fo r victim s o f domesDc
violence and to open resources fo r (tentai cme that are not currently availaUe.

Risks of Pmtidpatten
There are risks involved in a ll research studies. This study may include (mly minimal risks. Y oum ^
foel uncomfortable w bei ansurering some (pestions.

Cost /CemncBsatMiB
There w i//no/be financial cost to you to partidpete in this study. The sBidy w ill tdre^aoxim ately
two hours o f your time. You w itf nor be composated fin-your time. The U m vm ity o fNevada, Las
Vegas may notprovide cmqjensation orfree meittcal carefo r cmvnattU^pated agury susuüned as a
result o fpaHcipatmg in this research study.

Contact InfonaalioB
If you are wilfing to partidpate in this stndy and are avaOable between Fdmuury 28,2M 7 and
May 1,2007, please contact Camlynn Taylor at (702) 303-^31. I f you have any questions ck
concerns about the m idy, you may crmlacA J(dm Swetnam at (702) 895-3831. For questions re a d in g
the rights o f reseaicfa subjecte, any complaints (u commente r^m ding the mmmer in wfaiidi die stufy is
being conducted you may contact A e UNLV Offiro for A e Protection o f ResearA Snbjecte at 702895-2794.

VolunArv Ihirticiiwtion
Your partidpatiim in tins study is voluntary. You may refuse to paitidpate in this s tu ^ (u in any p s t
o f this study. You may wiAdraw at any time without prejudice to your relations w iA S afi Nest or the
U nivosity o f N ev^a, Las Vegas. You are «Koumged to aât questions about titis study at the
begirming or any time du rir^ Ae raearch Aufy.
2 of3
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UNLV

RECEIVED
FEB28 2007

»

INFORMED CONSENT

OFFICE FOR THE PROTECTION
OF ri6S£\HCH SUMECTS

m

D qtaitnat of AmAroookev

TITLE OF STUDY;
ACCESS TO DENTAL CARE FOR VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
INVESTIGATOR(%

XMN SWETNAM N D
CAROLYNN TAYLOR

CONTACT PHONE NUMBER:

(702) 89&-3831

A ll infonnation gathered io this study w ill be kept completely (XHifidentiai. No reference w ill be made
in wiitten or oral materials that could link you to tins s&idy. To preserve cwifidentiality, codes and age
categories w ill be used in place o fnames and qtecificin&nnatitxL A ll records w ill be stmed in a
locked fecility at UNLV for at least 3 y«us after conqileritm o f the study. After three years, all the
information gathered w ill be shredded.

I have read the Aove information and ^ree to participate in this study. 1have been able to ask
quMtions about Ae research
I am at least 18 years o f age. A copy ofA is form has been given
tome.

Signature o f Participant

Date

Participant Name (Please Print)

PatdcipantNote: Pleax do notsign this doenmatt ÿ ’die jifgm nm iStamp b tm sing or b eqtind.
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SafiBNest-TAO.C.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE PERMISSION FORM
iagw «tolB tSaièW t^TJLD .C .rtteffihw luiitw rnim btrtian pottm eandtarniydopwKiwl»toBi»m awst
inBclic^facilitylnangniwaewcyinwrtiidilawihim iMicitatnitorM n aw a^teteacBOHqMnyHiydiy iilH a. I
agi— to let a physician treat m« (if lam huaiiacitatKOw in y députants (» lam uBwaHabM tar «wwBtncy
situations.
CUENT GENERAL IN F O -ALL W<WESWRHi.(nlaa«aonh» H I oat infa far chMrewreskBna in atiater
Cllanfs Name:________________________________ Child #1 Name___________________________
CM diSNanw
Child n Name___________________________
. a d d «S Name.
Child#4Name_
t>o you have hedtiiinsunnce for (circle one): Youmalf only OiHilran oniy You&cMdren
Company_______________________ Under what name is pn#cy?_
(topy o f inaurence card aftacfted to tWs ISomi OR.
Jsbdl)
_Phone: (__ )_

Emergency Contact:

.DWiare?.
. WRiere?

Doctor (Medical).
Doclm(OBtGYN)_
Doctor (Mental)_
Doctor (PEPS)
Doctor (oBim)

Where?
Where?
Where?

.Rione

ALERTINFCMUHATKM (curroit or recent otmHtiom for adidt & cMkfren in sh^ter):

#3
□□

Nwie
0 0 Allergies, medication________
□ 0 AIDS ’
0 OAsthma
□ □ Blood Pressure high
□ OCaicer
OODiabatas ^
Meifo?Y N
□ 0 DisaMWy, DeMlapmantad_____
0 0 D ls ^ % , PhyalcM__________
□ 0 Hearing disorder
Meda? YN
0 0 Hepatitis type.

ii
0 01

a 0 ASetnlai. foods
□ C Sbohe

OOHV

G O SidcideiSeirMarne

0 □ KidMy Disease
a 0 Mental IleaNh Disonfor
0 0 Pregnanq r

G 0 Thyroid Diteate
- 0 Tubercufoeis

00 Respiratory Disorder.
00 SeizureOisordar Mads? YN

G a Other___________

□□ H e adU c*
nasca iaie s

QQ a tem k a i wHhdrawl

LIST ALL MEDICATIONS (INCLUK WTAIWNS. OVBT-TH&OXmnnER & P l^ C W n O I# :
ADULT

When wasyour last CheetX-ray.
Pap Smear.

DwrtdEam

. IBSUnTam

Please read and bMai:
The Information provided on this form b true and correct to the treat of my knordedge
I understand the information on thb form wH be haptbconfidenee by a l staff
Clleid’s Signature or Name of Minor

Paard^uardbn Signbure

Staff Signature

Data
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ADULT MBMCM. HISTORY
Hava y«w ever had a problem wifo;

Yes

No

Unsure

Asthma
Pneumonia
1 TuberodoalsfrB)
1 Emphysema
1 HewtDlsaass
Hbh Blood Prassuie
Rheumatic Fever
Ukera
Liver ENsease
Diabetes
Allergies
Cancer
TransfuWon Reaction
Bleeding Disorder
Urine or Bladder
Venereal ENsease
Nervous Problem
Ifcdaria
Ohrsrticulltis
1 Ofoer

Do you currently have, or reasrrtfy
hadapnoteemeteh:
Tiretetess
Hsarisrhes
DjnanesalUijlillui etnfce I'li

Yes

No

Unsure

em
Earn
Teefo
BraaddnglSharlnaas of Breath
Cough
Chest Pates
foteMng
Loaa oHnoease in Appetite
Stomach Pate
ENanhaierConatlpsNon
UrinariMibiay fooUeras
Sa
Steeping
Swridlno
Wedi'iw!!'.'
HWghtLoasNàain
Arforibs

1

Have you ever had:
Measles
Mumps
Rubella

Yes

No

Unsure

!
j

Back Pain
Other
FeeNngsofc
Deprmsicm

Have you been vaccinated for.
Measles
Mumps
RubMIs

Wony
Tmsten
MoodSvdngs
Troutde getting through day

Polio
Have you ever ttesnhosptedtted? _ Y e s ,__No
Have you ever had surgery? _Y e s _ N o tfyes,ciptatn:
Smallpmt
Tetenus
When was your last

ChestX41ay____

AreyoucumeolfyhddnBWtymedkadans? „Y es _Ho

DenWEsam _
tB S M nTait____

How woidd you rate your pnaantlMbih slate?

Pap Smear ____

_flO o d _ ftir_ p o o r

Are you pregnant now? _yes _ n o

Do you ha»e any of t a n uamramk ,t a ' taeasss?

Have you had any offoe fcHowins in foe last 3 monta:

_Tuhereidoai8 _HspaBtls

Palifoil periods?

.VteteteWmaaas*

_yes _ n o

__Ofoer

Wade or sick «faeilods? _ y m _m>
Had 10 m b wfoadods?

vos _ n o

Do you teel you have any problems needmgsranatate

Tense or jumpy w/periods?

yes _no

ataiHott? _ yes _ n o Egdain:

Hot hashes or sweats?

yes

Trouble advagbial discharge?

yes _ n o

no

Do you have health inauranca?

yes _ n o

WWiwhatn?____________________________

MedicalHistoryfidult
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BODILY INJURIES
□NO BODILY INJUIBES WB»OWr B> C INJim HES R m W ITN D AS

PcscripMon of injuries (:me#ud# ajw arions, Bndsus, cuts, Bttss, Bums,
fractures, etc. Describe s b * » aNseearaoee o f B énies. Wets juws I wb
tenderness)

*

□ PHOTOS OF INJURIBSTAM EN ON _
D PHOTOS PLAOSD IN E N V eL W e BY

itesldent Signature

Date

S taff Signature

Date

ParentfGiianfiam Signature

BCM3ILYB0UWES
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Dade

AGENCY USE FORM
CLIENT #_
1. GATE OF V IS IT
ADVOCATE___
COMMENTS

AGENCY.
TRANWORTED:

YES

NO

2 . DATE GF V IS IT
A D V G C A TE __
COMMENTS.

AGENCY.
TRANSPORTED:

YES

NO

3. DATE OF V IS IT
ADVOCATE
COMMENTS

AGENCYTRANSPORTED:

YES

NO

4 . DATE OF V IS IT .
ADVOCATE
COMMENTS.

A G B iC Y .
TRANSPORTED:

YES

NO

5. DATE OF V IS IT
ADVOCATE____
COMMENTS

AGENCY.
TRANSPORTED:

YES

NO

6. DATE OF V IS IT
ADVOCATE____
COMMENTS

AGENCY
TRANSPORTED:

YES

NO

7. DATE OF V IS IT
ADVOCATE^__
COMMENTS.

AGENCY
TRANSPORTED:

YES

NO

8. DATE OF V IS IT
ADVOCATE
COMMENTS

AGENCY
TRANSPORTED:

YES

NO

9. DATE OF V IS IT .
A D V O C A TE __
COMMENTS

AGENCY.
TRANSPORTED:

YES

NO

A G E N C Y USE FO R M
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AGENCY REFERRALS
AGENCY

1
1
i
1
i

AA
Al-Anon
Boys &Girls Clubf of LV
Bridge Counseling
ChileAbuse Hotline
Child FtotecBve Servicass
Clark Co. SodWServices
DAAdvocate
EOB Daycare
Ecæwic
EOB Prqect Home
Gibstvi Middle Schod
HrxisingAuthority, City
HousingAuthœfty, Clark County
HousingAuthority, NLV
Itnmigabon Services
J. T. McWilliams Elementary
Metro Advocate
Mojave Mental Health
Monte Vista
NarcotksAnonymous
Nevada Job Connœt
Nevada L^al Services
Nevada P»tners
Nevada State WeUaie, FS
Nevada State Welfare, T ^ F
Outreach Office
Mice, Henrterscm
Police, Las V%as
Polkse, NorBi las V^jas
Safe House
Shade Tree
Social SMurity Office
SoufftemNevada MenW Health
Temporary Protecflon CWer
UMC
W^tcare
Westcare/Healthy Families
Western High School
Women's Developmeit Center

!
i

In-House:

|

Dorothy
Lauren
Heidi

i
|

'

i

PHONE

'
1

DATE : STAFF ;
;

598-1888
642-7438 i
367-2582
474-6450
39M081 , T " ■■'
45M430 !
4554270 !
4554204 !
‘
387-0985 1
!
647-2171
647-3307 1
7994700 1
3824167
1
451-8045 ;
567-2451
451-3597
1
7994770
1
1 ■
229-2955
968-5000 i
1
364-1111
369-3362 !
!
48641100
386-1070
3995627
4865000
486-5000
877-0133
5655933
W3111
633-1403
1
j
564-3227
3854596
2485717
4866000
4553400
383-2000
384-0788
.
1
3853330
7994080

WHY REFERRED

!

'

!

i
,

'
1
1

1
!
]
1
1

im -T U Q

!
1
1

,

1

i

1

1

:

.
j
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